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Abstract
Transposable elements (TEs) are genetic sequences able to copy or move themselves
across their host genome. As TEs move within their host they can act as a source of
genetic novelty, and hence are often described as “drivers of evolution”. This novelty
includes contributing or altering regulatory and coding regions, and promoting non-
allelic homologous recombination and, in turn, major structural rearrangements. In
some cases, TEs can further contribute to genomic change by jumping between or-
ganisms in a process known as horizontal transposon transfer (HTT). HTT is the
passing of TEs between organisms by means other than parent to offspring, and has
been well described across vertebrates, with multiple events noted in both birds and
squamates.
Birds are the most diverse class of reptiles, encompassing over 10,000 species,
however studies in TE evolution in birds have focused on single lineages. Early
findings from the chicken genome led to the assumption that avian TEs are largely
stable and inactive. More recent studies have similarly focused on single lineages
of birds, revealing some variation in TE activity across birds. In contrast to birds,
few studies have explored the evolution of TEs in squamates (lizards and snakes) at
a class or family level, instead examining their evolution either across the order or
comparing two long diverged species. As such, it is unknown whether patterns seen
across all squamates occur at shorter time scales. At lower levels many squamate
families are highly diverse, rapidly adapting to new environments and ecological
niches. One such family is Hydrophiinae, a family of elapid snakes containing ∼100
terrestrial snakes, ∼60 marine sea snakes and 6 amphibious sea kraits.
In this thesis I investigate the evolution of TEs in two diverse groups of rep-
tiles: birds and Australo-Melanesian elapid snakes (Hydrophiinae). I provide the
first comprehensive study of TE activity across all orders of birds, focusing on the
dominant superfamily, Chicken Repeat 1 (CR1) retrotransposons. By performing
comparative genomic analyses I have identified significant variation in the rate of TE
expansion both between and within avian orders. Clades including parrots, kiwis
and waterfowl show high diversity and large, recent expansions of CR1 retrotrans-
posons, while in various ratites and songbirds CR1s have been near inactive for tens
of millions of years.
The rest of the chapters focus on the evolution of TEs in hydrophiines, finding
repeated HTT events into marine hydrophiines from other marine organisms. TEs
in hydrophiines that were acquired via HTT appear to have played a role in their
iii
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adaptation to the marine environment, with insertions found throughout regulatory
regions. In the sea kraits, one horizontally transferred TE has rapidly expanded to
make up 8-12% of the sea krait genome in a timespan of just 15-25 million years,
the fastest known expansion of TEs in amniotes following a HTT event.
Together this thesis presents bioinformatic analyses of two diverse clades of rep-
tiles, Aves and Hydrophiine, finding that to truly understand TEs, their evolution
and the potential adaptive effects they can cause, we must examine life on both a
broad and fine scale.
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Introduction
Transposable elements (TEs), sometimes referred to as “jumping genes”, are genetic el-
ements able to move and copy themselves throughout genomes. TEs were first observed
and described by Barbara McClintock in maize (1950). In analysing chromosome 9 she
observed “mutable loci”, which caused changes in phenotype and enabled major structural
rearrangements. McClintock predicted that the “behavior of these new mutable loci in
maize cannot be considered peculiar to this organism”, and in the following 70 years TEs
have been found in almost all eukaryotes (Almojil et al. 2021).
TEs largely fall into two classes, DNA transposons and retrotransposons (Wicker et al.
2007). DNA transposons cut and paste using a transposase protein, while retrotransposons
copy and paste using a reverse transcriptase (Feschotte and Pritham 2007; Eickbush and
Malik 2002). Retrotransposons are further divided into LTR elements, which are reverse
transcribed outside of the nucleus before insertion, and non-LTR retrotransposons, which
are reverse transcribed at the site of insertion. In addition to autonomous elements which
move or copy themselves, each class contains non-autonomous elements which rely on the
machinery of autonomous elements to be moved across the genome.
As TEs move throughout the genome, their insertion into functional elements can lead
to frameshifts, missense and nonsense mutations, and their retrotransposition can promote
non-allelic homologous recombination, leading to exon shuffling and sequence duplication
and deletion (Underwood and Choi 2019; Krasileva 2019). In the lifetime of an organism
this can be harmful, with TE caused modifications being linked to altered gene expression
and diseases including numerous cancers, haemophilia and cystic fibrosis (Teugels et al.
2005; Jiang and Upton 2019; Ostertag and Kazazian 2001). While likely to be nearly
neutral or negative to an individual, changes caused by TEs can prove beneficial to the
species at macroevolutionary scales.
TEs can be exapted as coding or regulatory elements or enable duplication of coding
sequences. The impact of such changes range from the insertion of a TE fragment ben-
eficially altering the expression of a gene through to increased numbers of TEs causing
ectopic recombination and, in turn, reproductive isolation (Belyayev, 2014). For example,
TEs played a key role in the evolution of pregnancy in both mammals and viviparous
skinks (Lynch et al. 2011; Cornelis et al. 2017). Like other genetic sequences, TEs are
normally vertically inherited, however many instances of TEs being horizontally trans-
ferred between species have been reported (Ivancevic et al. 2018; Gilbert and Feschotte
2018; Peccoud et al. 2017).
Horizontal transfer is the transfer of genetic material between species or populations by
methods other than vertical inheritance (parental inheritance). Horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) is well characterised in bacteria through plasmids, and has major implications in
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antibiotic resistance (see reviews (Sørensen et al. 2005; Koonin, Makarova, and Aravind
2001)). In contrast, few instances of HGT have been identified in eukaryotes, with the ma-
jority noted in plants and fungi (Graham and Davies 2021; Wickell and Li 2020; Bredeweg
and Baker 2020). While HGT is rare in animals, many instances of horizontal transposon
transfer (HTT) between distant lineages have been reported. The AviRTE non-LTR retro-
transposon was transferred between long-diverged birds and nematodes ∼ 50 Mya, and the
BovB non-LTR retrotransposon transferred between numerous lineages of mammals and
squamates, likely by a parasitic tick (Ivancevic et al. 2018; Walsh et al. 2013; Peccoud et
al. 2017). The hAT superfamily of DNA transposons has similarly been found to have been
horizontally transferred between mammals, amphibians and squamates (Pace et al. 2008).
While the evolution of TEs has been well described in mammals, and to a lesser extent
in birds, very few comparative studies have compared their evolution in non-avian rep-
tiles. The pattern of TE evolution seen in birds and mammals is highly similar. The TE
landscape of both mammals and birds is dominated by a single lineage of non-LTR retro-
transposons, L1s in therian mammals and CR1s in birds, with some lineages containing
recent expansions of endogenous retroviruses (Ivancevic et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2014;
Mager and Stoye 2015). Additionally, in both orders there is little interspecific variation
in genome size and total repeat content, with most avian genomes being 7-10% TEs and
mammalian genomes 30-50%. This relatively constant TE content appears to be the result
of an “accordion” model, with expansions in genome size due to TE activity being coun-
terbalanced by extensive DNA loss (Kapusta, Suh, and Feschotte 2017). In contrast, the
few studies which have investigated TE evolution in squamates have found significant vari-
ation in both TE diversity and total TE content (Castoe et al. 2011; Pasquesi et al. 2018).
Little research has yet investigated TE evolution within families of squamates, instead
comparing long diverged species. As such it is unclear if the pattern of variation at a
higher level holds true within families. Conversely, past research into TEs in birds has
focused on a single order, resulting in the overall pattern of avian TE evolution being
unclear. Here I aim to address these discrepancies, first by examining the evolution of the
dominant avian TE family, CR1 retrotransposons, across all birds, and second by closely
focusing on a diverse family of elapid snakes, Hydrophiinae.
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Genome stability is in the eye of the beholder:
retrotransposon activity varies significantly across
avian diversity
“Birds were flying from continent to continent long before we were. They reached the
coldest place on Earth, Antarctica, long before we did. They can survive in the hottest of
deserts. Some can remain on the wing for years at a time. They can girdle the globe.” -
David Attenborough, The Life of Birds
Birds the only dinosaur lineage to survive the K-T mass extinction, and have since
evolved into the most diverse lineage of reptiles. Despite their high diversity, many con-
clusions about avian evolution have been based on findings in one species, the chicken.
For example, until the sequencing of the zebra finch genome, the repetitive portion of all
bird genomes was assumed to be roughly the same and change little. This was also due
to karyotyping indicating the overall structure of bird genomes being highly conserved.
As a greater diversity of avian genomes have been sequenced it has become clear that the
repetitive content of the avian genome is likely not stable, with large expansions of CR1
retrotransposons noted in woodpeckers and their allies, and expansions of endogenous
retroviruses seen in songbirds. While these findings clearly suggest the repetitive portion
of the avian genome is not stable, past comparative studies were limited to single families
of birds. Since the sequencing of the chicken genome in 2007 over 500 additional species of
bird have been sequenced and made publicly available, allowing for class wide comparative
genomics. To gain a greater understanding of how TEs have evolved in birds I set out
to characterise how CR1s, the dominant family of TEs in birds, has evolved since extant
birds’ divergence approximately 100 Mya.
All supplementary data for this chapter can be found at
github.com/jamesdgalbraith/thesis supplementary material/tree/main/Chapter 1
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Abstract:
Since the sequencing of the zebra finch genome it has become clear the avian genome, while 
largely stable in terms of chromosome number and gene synteny, is more dynamic at an 
intrachromosomal level. A multitude of intrachromosomal rearrangements and significant variation 
in transposable element content have been noted across the avian tree. Transposable elements 
(TEs) are a source of genome plasticity, because their high similarity enables chromosomal 
rearrangements through non-allelic homologous recombination, and they have potential for 
exaptation as regulatory and coding sequences. Previous studies have investigated the activity of 
the dominant TE in birds, CR1 retrotransposons, either focusing on their expansion within single 
orders, or comparing passerines to non-passerines. Here we comprehensively investigate and 
compare the activity of CR1 expansion across orders of birds, finding levels of CR1 activity vary 
significantly both between and with orders. We describe high levels of TE expansion in genera 
which have speciated in the last 10 million years including kiwis, geese and Amazon parrots; low 
levels of TE expansion in songbirds across their diversification, and near inactivity of TEs in the 
cassowary and emu for millions of years. CR1s have remained active over long periods of time 
across most orders of neognaths, with activity at any one time dominated by one or two families of 
CR1s. Our findings of higher TE activity in species-rich clades and dominant families of TEs within 
lineages mirror past findings in mammals.
Author Summary:
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile, self replicating DNA sequences within a species’ 
genome, and are ubiquitous sources of mutation. The dominant group of TEs within birds are 
chicken repeat 1 (CR1) retrotransposons, making up 7-10% of the typical avian genome. Because 
past research has examined the recent inactivity of CR1s within model birds such as the chicken 
and the zebra finch, this has fostered an erroneous view that all birds have low or no TE activity on
recent timescales. Our analysis of numerous high quality avian genomes across multiple orders 
identified both similarities and significant differences in how CR1s expanded. Our results challenge
the established view that TEs in birds are largely inactive and instead suggest that their variation in
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patterns we identify in birds have previously been seen in mammals, highlighting parallels between
the evolution of birds and mammals.
Introduction:
Following rapid radiation during the Cretaceous-Paleogene transition, birds have diversified to be 
the most species-rich lineage of extant amniotes (Jarvis et al. 2014; Ericson et al. 2006; Wiens 
2015). Birds are of particular interest in comparative evolutionary biology because of the 
convergent evolution of traits seen in mammalian lineages, such as vocal learning in songbirds and
parrots (Bradbury and Balsby 2016; Petkov and Jarvis 2012; Pfenning et al. 2014), and potential 
consciousness in corvids (Nieder et al. 2020). However in comparison to both mammals and non-
avian reptiles, birds have much more compact genomes (Gregory et al. 2007). Within birds, 
smaller genome sizes correlate with higher metabolic rate and the size of flight muscles (Hughes 
and Hughes 1995; Wright et al. 2014). However, the decrease in avian genome size occurred in an
ancestral dinosaur lineage over 200 Mya, well before the evolution of flight (Organ et al. 2007). A 
large factor in the smaller genome size of birds in comparison to other amniotes is a big reduction 
in repetitive content (Zhang et al. 2014). 
The majority of transposable elements (TEs) in the chicken (Gallus gallus) genome are degraded 
copies of one superfamily of retrotransposons, chicken repeat 1 (CR1) (International Chicken 
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004). The chicken has long been used as the model avian 
species, and typical avian genomes were believed to have been evolutionarily stable due to little 
variation in chromosome number and chromosomal painting showing little chromosomal 
rearrangement (Burt et al. 1999; Shetty et al. 1999). These initial, low resolution comparisons of 
genome features, combined with the degraded nature of CR1s in the chicken genome, led to the 
assumption of a stable avian genome both in terms of karyotype and synteny but also in terms of 
little recent repeat expansion (International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004; 
Wicker et al. 2005). The subsequent sequencing of the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome 
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intrachromosomal rearrangements and a significant expansion of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs),
a group of long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, since divergence from the chicken (Warren
et al. 2010; Ellegren 2010). The subsequent sequencing of 48 bird genomes by the Avian 
Phylogenomics Project confirmed CR1s as the dominant TE in all non-passerine birds, with an 
expansion of ERVs in oscine passerines following their divergence from suboscine passerines 
(Zhang et al. 2014). The TE content of most avian genomes has remained between 7-10% not 
because of a lack of expansion, but due to the loss and decay of repeats and intervening non-
coding sequence through non-allelic homologous recombination, cancelling out genome size 
expansion that would have otherwise increased with TE expansion (Kapusta et al. 2017). Since 
then, hundreds of bird species have been sequenced, revealing variation in karyotypes, and both 
intrachromosomal and interchromosomal rearrangements (Hooper and Price 2017; Damas et al. 
2018; Feng et al. 2020; Kretschmer et al. 2020a, 2020b). This massive increase in genome 
sequencing has similarly revealed TEs to be highly active in various lineages of birds. Within the 
last 10 million years ERVs have expanded in multiple lineages of songbirds, with the newly 
inserted retrotransposons acting as a source of structural variation (Suh et al. 2018; Boman et al. 
2019; Weissensteiner et al. 2020). Recent CR1 expansion events have been noted in 
woodpeckers and hornbills, leading to strikingly more repetitive genomes than the “typical” 7-10%. 
Between 23% to 30% of woodpecker and hoopoe genomes are CR1s, however their genome size 
remains similar to that of other birds (Feng et al. 2020; Manthey et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2014).
While aforementioned research focusing on the chicken suggested CR1s have not recently been 
active in birds, research focusing on individual avian lineages has used both recent and ancient 
expansions of CR1 elements to resolve deep nodes in a wide range of orders including early bird 
phylogeny (Suh et al. 2011; Matzke et al. 2012; Suh et al. 2015), flamingos and grebes (Suh et al. 
2012), landfowl (Kriegs et al. 2007; Kaiser et al. 2007), waterfowl (St John et al. 2005), penguins 
(Watanabe et al. 2006), ratites (Haddrath and Baker 2012; Baker et al. 2014; Cloutier et al. 2019) 
and perching birds (Treplin and Tiedemann 2007; Suh et al. 2017). These studies largely exclude 
terminal branches and, with the exception of a handful of CR1s in grebes (Suh et al. 2012) and 
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An understanding of TE expansion and evolution is important as they generate genetic novelty by 
promoting recombination that leads to gene duplication and deletion, reshuffling of genes and 
major structural changes such as inversions and chromosomal translocations (Zhou and Mishra 
2005; Bailey et al. 2003; Lim and Simmons 1994; Underwood and Choi 2019; Lee et al. 2008; 
Chuong et al. 2017). TEs also have the potential for exaptation as regulatory elements and both 
coding and noncoding sequences (Warren et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2017; Barth et al. 2020). Ab 
initio annotation of repeats is necessary to gain a true understanding of genomic repetitive content,
especially in non-model species (Platt et al. 2016). Unfortunately, many papers describing avian 
genomes (Cornetti et al. 2015; Jaiswal et al. 2018; Laine et al. 2016) only carry out homology-
based repeat annotation using the Repbase (Bao et al. 2015) library compiled from often distantly 
related model avian genomes (mainly chicken and zebra finch. This lack of ab initio annotation can
lead to the erroneous conclusion that TEs are inactive in newly sequenced species (Platt et al. 
2016). Expectations of low repeat expansion in birds inferred from two model species, along with a 
lack of comparative TE analysis between lineages is the large knowledge gap we addressed here. 
As CR1s are the dominant TE lineage in birds, we  carried out comparative genomic analyses to 
investigate their diversity and temporal patterns of activity.
Results
Identifying potential CR1 expansion across birds
From all publicly available avian genomes, we selected 117 representative assemblies not under 
embargo and with a scaffold N50 above 20,000 bp (available at July 2019) for analysis (SI Table 
1). To find all CR1s that may have recently expanded in the 117 genomes, we first used the CARP 
ab initio TE annotation tool. From the output of CARP, we manually identified and curated CR1s 
with the potential for recent expansion based on the presence of protein domains necessary for 
retrotransposition, homology to previously described CR1s, and the presence of a distinctive 3’ 
structure. To retrotranspose and hence expand, CR1s require endonuclease and reverse 
transcriptase domains within a single ORF, and a 3’ structure containing a hairpin and 
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2014; Suh 2015). If a CR1 identified from homology contained both protein domains and the 
distinctive 3’ structure, we classified it as a “full length” CR1. We next classified a full length CR1 
as “intact” CR1 if the endonuclease and reverse transcriptase were within a single intact ORF. 
Using the full length CR1s and previously described avian and crocodilian CR1s in Repbase as 
queries (Green et al. 2014; International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004; Warren 
et al. 2010), we performed iterative searches of the 117 genomes to identify divergent, low copy 
number CR1s which may not have been identified by ab initio annotation. We ensured the protein 
domains and 3’ structures were present throughout the iterative searches. Assemblies with lower 
scaffold N50s generally contained fewer full length CR1s and none in the lowest quartile contained 
intact CR1s (Figure 1). Outside of the lowest quartile, assembly quality appeared to have little 
impact on the proportion of intact, full length repeats. The correlation of the low assembly quality 
with little to no full length CR1s was seen both across all species and within orders.
Our iterative search identified high numbers of intact CR1s in kiwis, parrots, owls, shorebirds and 
waterfowl (Figures 1 and 2). Only 2 of the 22 perching bird (Passeriformes) genomes contained 
intact CR1s, and all contained 10 or fewer full length CR1s. Similarly, of the 7 landfowl 
(Galliformes) genomes, only the chicken contained intact CR1s and contained fewer than 20 full 
length CR1s. High numbers of full length and intact repeats were also identified in two 
woodpeckers, Anna’s hummingbird, the chimney swift and the hoatzin, however, due to a lack of 
other genome sequences from their respective orders, we were unable to perform further 
comparative within order analyses of these species to look for recent TE expansion, i.e., within the 
last 10 million years. Of all the lineages we examined, only four have high quality assemblies of 
genera which have diverged within the last 10 million years and, based on the number of full length
CR1s identified, the potential for very recent CR1 expansion: ducks (Anas), geese (Anser), 
Amazon parrots (Amazona) and kiwis (Apteryx) (Silva et al. 2017; Mitchell et al. 2014; Sun et al. 
2017). While the large number of full length repeats identified in owls is also high, we were unable 
to examine recent expansion in Strigiformes in detail due to the lack of a dated phylogeny. In 
addition to our genus scale analyses, we also examined CR1 expansion in parrots (Psittaciformes) 
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each group, and compared the expansion in kiwis and their closest living relatives 
(Casuariiformes).
Figure 1: The impact of genome assembly quality on the identification of full length and intact 
CR1s. CR1s containing both an endonuclease and reverse transcriptase domains were considered
full length, and those containing both domains within a single ORF considered intact. Both across 
all orders and within individual orders, genomes with higher scaffold N50 values (quartiles 2 
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Figure 2: The number of full length CR1s varies significantly across the diversity of birds sampled. 
Minimum, maximum and mean number of full length CR1 copies identified in each order of birds, 
and the number of species surveyed in each order. Largest differences are noticeable between 
sister clades such as parrots (Psittaciformes) and perching birds (Passeriformes), and landfowl 
(Galliformes) and waterfowl (Anseriformes). The double helix represents a putative hard polytomy 
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CR1 copy and those highlighted in yellow are the orders examined in detail. For coordinates of full 
length CR1s within genomes, see SI Data 1. Tree adapted from (Mitchell et al. 2014; Suh 2016).
Order-specific CR1 annotations and a phylogeny of avian CR1s reveal diversity of candidate active
CR1s in neognaths
In order to perform comparative analyses of activity within orders, we created order-specific CR1 
libraries. Instead of consensus sequences, all full length CR1s identified within an order were 
clustered and the centroids of the clusters were used as cluster representatives for that avian 
order. To classify the order-specific centroids, we constructed a CR1 phylogeny from the centroids 
and full length avian and crocodilian CR1s from Repbase (Figure 3, SI Figure 1, SI Data 2). From 
this tree, we partitioned CR1s into families to determine if groups of elements have been active in 
species concurrently. We partitioned the tree by eye based on the phylogenetic position of 
previously described CR1 families (Vandergon and Reitman 1994; Wicker et al. 2005; Warren et 
al. 2010; Bao et al. 2015) and long branch lengths rather than a cutoff for divergence, attempting to
find the largest monophyletic groups containing as few previously defined CR1 families as 
possible. We took this “lumping” approach to our classification to avoid paraphyly and excessive 
splitting, resulting in some previously defined families being grouped together in one family (SI 
Table 2). For example, all full length CR1s identified in songbirds were highly similar to the 
previously described CR1-K and CR1-L families and were nested deeply within the larger CR1-J 
family. As a result, CR1-K, CR1-L and all full length songbird CR1s were reclassified as 
subfamilies of the larger CR1-J family. Based on the position of well resolved, deep nodes and 
previously described CR1s in the phylogeny, we defined 7 families of avian CR1s, with a new 
family, CR1-W, which was restricted to shorebirds. Interestingly, the 3’ microsatellite of the CR1-W 
family is a 10-mer rather than the octamer found in nearly all amniote CR1s (Suh 2015). With the 
exception of Palaeognathae (ratites and tinamous), all avian orders that contained large numbers 
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Figure 3: Collapsed tree of full length CR1s and presence of full length copies of CR1 families in 
selected avian orders. The name of each family is taken from a previously described CR1 present 
within the family (SI Table 3). The colouring of squares indicates the presence of full length CR1s 
within the order. All orders shown were chosen due to the presence of high numbers of intact CR1 
elements, except for Casuariiformes which are shown due to their recent divergence from 
Apterygiformes as well as Passeriformes due to their species richness and frequent use as model 
species (especially zebra finch). The full CR1 tree was constructed using FastTree from a MAFFT 
alignment of the nucleotide sequences. For the full tree and nucleotide alignment of 1278 CR1s 
see SI Figure 1 and SI Data 2.
Variable timing of expansion events across avian orders
We used the aforementioned order-specific centroid CR1s and avian and crocodilian Repbase 
sequences to create order-specific libraries. Throughout the following analysis we ensured CR1 
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and microsatellites. We used the order-specific libraries in reciprocal searches to identify and 
classify 3’ anchored CR1s present within all orders in which we had identified full length repeats. 
Using the classified CR1s we searched for all 3’ anchored CR1s (both full length and truncated) 
and constructed divergence plots to gain a basic understanding of CR1 expansions within each 
genome (SI Data 3). At high Jukes-Cantor distances, divergence profiles in each order show little 
difference between species. However, at lower Jukes-Cantor distances divergence, profiles differ 
significantly between species in some orders. For example, in songbirds at Jukes-Cantor distances
higher than 0.1 the overall shape of the divergence plot curves and the proportions of the various 
CR1 families are nearly identical, while at distances lower than 0.1 higher numbers of the CR1-J 
family are present in some passerines than others (SI Figure 2a). CR1s most similar to all defined 
families were present in all orders of Galloanserae and Neoaves examined, with the exception of 
CR1-X which was restricted to Charadriiformes. Almost all CR1s identified in Palaeognathae 
genomes were most similar to CR1-Y with a small number of truncated and divergent repeats most
similar to crocodilian CR1s (SI Data 3).
Divergence plots may not accurately indicate the timing of repeat insertions as they assume 
uniform substitution rates across the non-coding portion of the genome. High divergence could be 
a consequence of either full length CR1s being absent in a genome or the centroid identified by the
clustering algorithm being distant from the CR1s present in a genome. To better determine when 
CR1 families expanded in avian genomes, we first identified regions orthologous to CR1 insertions 
sized 100-600 bp in related species (see Methods). We compared these orthologous regions and 
approximated the timing of insertion based on the presence or absence of the CR1 insertion in the 
other species. In most orders only long term trends could be estimated due to long branch lengths 
(cf. Figure 2) and high variability of the quality of genome assemblies (cf. Figure 1). Therefore, we 
focused our presence/absence analyses to reconstruct the timing of CR1 insertions in parrots, 
waterfowl, perching birds, and kiwis (Figure 4). We also applied the method to owls (SI Figure 3) 
and shorebirds (Figure 5), however due to the lack of order-specific fossil calibrated phylogenies of
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Figure 4: Presence/absence patterns reconstruct the timing of expansions of dominant CR1 
families within five selected avian orders. The number next to the coloured circle is the number of 
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CR1 insertions ranging between 100 and 600 bp were analyzed) are shown, for the complete 
number of insertions see SI Table 3. Phylogenies adapted from (Mitchell et al., 2014; Oliveros et 
al., 2019; Silva et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017).
In analysing the repeat expansion in the kiwi genomes, we used the closest living relatives, the 
cassowary and emu (Casuariiformes), as outgroups. Following the divergence of kiwis from 
Casuariiformes, CR1-Y elements expanded, both before and during the recent speciation of kiwis 
over the last few My. In contrast, there was little CR1 expansion in Casuariiformes, both following 
their divergence from kiwis, and more recently since their divergence ~28 Mya, with only 1 
insertion found in the emu and 3 in the cassowary since they diverged (SI Table 3).
In the waterfowl species examined, both CR1-J and CR1-X families expanded greatly in both 
ducks and geese during the last 2 million years. Expansion occurred in both examined genera, with
greater expansions in the ducks (Anas) than the geese (Anser). Other CR1 families appear to have
been active following the two groups’ divergence ~30 Mya, but have not been active since each 
genus speciated.
Due to the high number of genomes available for passerines, we chose best quality representative 
genomes from major groups sensu (Oliveros et al. 2019); New Zealand wrens (Acanthisitta 
chloris), Suboscines (Manacus vitellinus), Corvides (Corvus brachyrhynchos), and Muscicapida 
(Sturnus vulgaris), Sylvida (Phylloscopus trochilus and Zosterops lateralis) and Passerida 
(Taeniopygia guttata, Sporophila hypoxantha and Zonotrichia albicollis). Between the divergence 
of Oscines (songbirds) and Suboscines from New Zealand wrens and the divergence of Oscines, 
there was a large spike in expansion of multiple families of CR1s, predominantly CR1-X. Since 
their divergence 30 Mya, only CR1-J remained active in oscines, though the degree of expansion 
varied between groups.
Of all avian orders examined, we found the highest levels of CR1 expansion in parrots. Because 
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reconstructed in genus Amazona. The species from Amazona diverged 5 Mya ago and seem to 
vary significantly in their level of CR1 expansion. However, genome assembly quality might be a 
confounder as the number of insertions into a species of Amazona was highest in the best quality 
genome (Amazona collaria), and lowest in the worst quality genome (Amazona vittata). In all 
parrots, CR1-E was the predominant expanding CR1 family, however CR1-Y expanded in the 
Melopsittacus-Psittacula lineage, while remaining largely inactive in the other parrot lineages.
Figure 5: Presence/absence patterns reconstruct the timing of expansions of CR1 families in two 
lineages of shorebirds (Charadriiformes): plovers and sandpipers. The number next to the coloured
circle is the number of CR1 insertions identified and only CR1 insertions between 100 and 600 bp 
long were analyzed. Divergence dates between plovers and sandpiper clades  may differ due to 
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Multiple expansions of multiple families of CR1s have occurred in the two shorebird lineages 
examined; plovers (Charadriidae) and sandpipers (Scolopacidae) (Figure 5). The diversity of CR1 
families that remained active through time was higher than in the other orders investigated, 
particularly in sandpipers, with four CR1 families showing significant expansion in Calidris pugnax 
and five in Calidris pygmaea, since their divergence. In all other orders examined in detail, CR1 
expansions over similar time periods have been dominated by only one or two families, with 
insertions of fewer than 10 CR1s from non-dominant families (SI Table 2). Unfortunately, due to 
long branch lengths more precise timing of these expansions is not possible.
Finally, CR1s continuously expanded in true owls since divergence from barn owls, with almost all 
resolved insertions being CR1-E-like (SI Figure 3). However, due to the lack of a genus-level timed
phylogeny, the precise timing of these expansions cannot be determined.
Combined, our CR1 presence/absence analyses demonstrate that the various CR1 families have 
expanded at different rates both within and across avian orders. These differences are 
considerable, ranging from an apparent absence of CR1 expansion in the emu and cassowary to 
slow, continued expansion of a single CR1 family in songbirds, to recent rapid expansions of one 
or two CR1 families in kiwis, Amazon parrots and waterfowl, as well as a wide variety of CR1 
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Discussion
Genome assembly quality impacts repeat identification
The quality of a genome assembly has a large impact on the number of CR1s identified within it, 
both full length and 5’-truncated. This is made clear when comparing the number of insertions 
identified within species in recently diverged genera. The three Amazona parrot species diverged 
approximately ~2 Mya (Silva et al. 2017) and the scaffold N50s of A. vittata, A. aestiva and A. 
collaria are 0.18, 1.3 and 13 Mbp respectively. No full length CR1s were identified in A. vittata, and 
only 10 in A. aestiva, while 1125 were identified in A. collaria. Similarly, in Amazona the total 
number of truncated insertions identified increased significantly with higher scaffold N50s. In 
contrast the three species of kiwi compared, diverged ~7 Mya and have similar N50s (between 1.3 
and 1.7 Mbp). This pattern of higher quality genome assemblies leading to higher numbers of both 
full length and intact CR1s being identified is consistent across most orders examined, and is 
particularly true of the lowest N50 quartile (Figure 1). The lower number of repeats identified in 
lower quality assemblies is likely due to the sequencing technology used. Repeats are notoriously 
hard to assemble and are often collapsed, particularly when using short read Illumina sequencing, 
leading to fragmented assemblies (Alkan et al. 2011; Treangen and Salzberg 2011). The majority 
of the genomes we have used are of this data type. The recent sequencing of avian genomes 
using multiplatform approaches have resolved gaps present in short read assemblies, finding these
gaps to be rich in interspersed, simple and tandem repeats (Peona et al. 2021; Li et al. 2021). Of 
particular note (Li et al. 2021) resolved gaps in the assembly of Anas platyrhynchos which we 
analyzed here using long read sequencing, and found the gaps to be dominated by the two CR1 
families that have recently expanded in waterfowl (Anseriformes): CR1-J and CR1-X. Species with 
low quality assemblies may have full length repeats present in their genome, yet the sequencing 
technology used prevents the assembly of the repeats and hence detection. Thus TE activity may 
be even more widespread in birds than we estimate here.
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Avian CR1s are monophyletic in regards to other major CR1 lineages found in amniotes (Suh et al.
2014). For comparison, crocodilians contain some CR1 families more similar to those found in 
testudines and squamates than others in crocodilians. By searching for truncated copies of 
previously described CR1s in addition to our order-specific CR1s, we were able to uncover how 
CR1s have evolved in avian genomes as birds have diverged. CR1-Y is the only family with full 
length CR1s present in Paleognathae, Galloanserae and Neoaves. The omnipresence of CR1-Y 
indicates it was present in the ancestor of all birds. A small number of highly divergent truncated 
copies of CR1s most similar to CR1-Z are found in ratites and CR1-J in tinamous (SI Figure 2b). 
This is potentially indicative of an ancestral presence of CR1-J and CR1-Z in the common ancestor
of all birds, or misclassification owing to the high divergence of these CR1 fragments. As 
mentioned above, we took a lumping approach to classification to CR1 classification to avoid 
paraphyly, thereby collapsing highly similar families elsewhere considered as separate families. As
CR1-C, CR1-E, and CR1-X are present in both Galloanserae and Neoaves but absent from 
Palaeognathae, we conclude these 4 families likely originated following the divergence of 
neognaths from paleognaths, but prior to the divergence of Neoaves and Galloanserae. In addition 
to having a 10 bp microsatellite instead of the typical 8 bp microsatellite, CR1-W is peculiar as it is 
unique to Charadriiformes but sister to CR1-J and CR1-X (Figure 3). This implies an origin in the 
neognath ancestor, followed by retention and activity in measurable numbers only in 
Charadriiformes.
A wide variety of CR1 families has expanded in all orders of neognaths, with many potential 
expansion events within the past 10 My present in many lineages. As mentioned in the results, it is 
not possible to conclude that insertions are ancient based on divergence plots alone. Some 
species with low quality genome assemblies, such as A. vittata, contained very few full length 
repeats compared to relatives (SI Figure 4). As a result of full length repeats not being assembled, 
the divergence of most or all truncated insertions identified in A. vittata would likely be calculated 
using CR1 centroids identified in A. collaria, leading to higher divergence values than those 
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than A. collaria. In addition to fewer full length repeats being assembled, fewer truncated repeats 
also appear to have been assembled in poorer quality genomes.
CR1 family expansions within orders
Across all sampled neognaths, recent expansions appear to be largely restricted to one or two 
families of CR1. Our presence/absence analyses found this to be the case in waterfowl, parrots, 
songbirds and owls, with shorebirds and the early passerine divergences the only exceptions. 
Similarly, based on the phylogeny of full length elements, most orders only retain full length CR1s 
from two or three families, while shorebirds retain full length CR1s from across all seven families. 
Our presence/absence analysis revealed likely concurrent expansions of at least four CR1 families 
in two families of shorebirds: sandpipers of genus Calidris and plovers of genus Charadrius. In 
both genera four families of CR1s have significantly expanded since their divergence including the 
order-specific CR1-W (Figure 5). While in both genera one family accounts for 40 to 50% of 
insertions, the other three families have hundreds of insertions each. This is highly different to the 
pattern seen in songbirds and waterfowl which, over a similar time period, have single digit 
insertions of non-dominant CR1 families (SI Table 3).
This increase of CR1 diversity in shorebirds could be due to some CR1 families in shorebirds 
having 3’ inverted repeat and microsatellite motifs which differ from the typical structure (Suh 2015)
(SI Fig). For example, the CR1-W family has an extended 10 bp microsatellite (5’-AAATTCYGTG-
3’) rather than the 8 bp microsatellite (5’-ATTCTRTG-3’) seen in nearly all other avian CR1s. When
transcribed the 3’ structure upstream of the microsatellite is hypothesized to form a stable hairpin 
which acts as a recognition site for the cis-encoded reverse transcriptase (Suh 2015; Suh et al. 
2017; Luan et al. 1993). The recently active CR1s we identified in other avian orders have 3’ 
microsatellites and hairpins which closely resemble those previously described. While the changes 
seen in shorebirds are minor we speculate they could impact CR1 mobilisation, allowing for more 
families to remain active than the typical one or two.
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Based on the presence/absence of CR1 insertions and divergence plots, rates of CR1 expansion 
within lineages appear to vary even across rather short evolutionary timescales. The expansion of 
CR1-Y in kiwis appears to be a recent large burst of expansion and accumulation, while since 
Passeriformes diverged CR1-J appear to have continued to expand slowly in all families, however 
the number of new insertions seen in the American crow is much lower than that seen in the other 
oscine songbird species surveyed. The expansion of CR1-Y seen in the Psittacula-Melopsittacus 
lineage of parrots, following their divergence from the lineage leading to Amazona, appears to 
result from an increase in expansion, with little expansion in the period prior to divergence and 
none observed in other lineages of parrots. CR1s appear to have been highly active in all parrots 
examined since their divergence, however due to the less dense sampling it is not clear if this has 
been continuous expansion as in songbirds or a burst of activity like that in kiwis. Finally, in 
sandpipers CR1s have continued to expand in both species of Calidris since divergence, however 
the much lower number of new insertions in C. pygmaea suggests the rate of expansion differs 
significantly between the two species.
All full length CR1s identified in ratites were CR1-Y, and almost all truncated copies found in ratites
were most similar to either CR1-Y, or crocodilian CR1s typically not found in birds (Suh et al. 
2014). This retention of ancient CR1s and the presence of full length CR1s in species such as the 
southern cassowary (Casuarius casuarius) and emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae), yet without 
recent expansion, reflects the much lower substitution and deletion rates in ratites compared to 
Neoaves (Zhang et al. 2014; Kapusta et al. 2017). These crocodilian-like CR1s in ratites may be 
truncated copies of CR1s that were active in the common ancestor of crocodilians and birds (Suh 
et al. 2014) while we hypothesise that these have long since disappeared in Neoaves due to their 
higher deletion and substitution rates (Kapusta et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2014).
Co-occurrence of CR1 expansion with speciation
The four genera containing recent CR1 expansions we have examined co-occur with rapid 
speciation events. Of particular note, kiwis rapidly speciated into 5 distinct species composed of at 
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glacial expansions (Weir et al. 2016). We speculate that the smaller population sizes might have 
allowed for CR1s to expand as a result of increased genetic drift (Szitenberg et al. 2016). While we
do not see CR1 expansion occurring alongside speciation in passerines, ERVs, which are rare in 
other birds, have expanded throughout their diversification (Boman et al. 2019; Warren et al. 
2010). Investigating the potentially ongoing expansion of CR1s and its relationship to speciation in 
ducks, geese, and Amazon parrots will require a larger number of genomes from within the same 
and sister genera to be sequenced, especially in waterfowl due to the high rates of hybridisation 
even between long diverged species (Ottenburghs et al. 2015).
Comparison to mammals
As mentioned in the introduction, many parallels have been drawn between LINEs in birds and 
mammals, most notably the expansion of LINEs in both clades being balanced by a loss through 
purifying selection (Kapusta et al. 2017). Here we have found additional trends in birds previously 
noted in mammals. The TE expansion during periods of speciation seen in Amazona, Apteryx and 
Anas has previously been observed across mammals (Ricci et al. 2018).  Similarly, the dominance 
of one or two CR1 families seen in most orders of birds resembles the activity of L1s in mammals 
(Ivancevic et al. 2016), however the general persistence of activity of individual CR1 families 
seems to be more diverse (Kriegs et al. 2007; Suh et al. 2011).
Conclusion: the avian genome is more dynamic than meets the eye
While early comparisons of avian genomes were restricted to the chicken and zebra finch, where 
high level comparisons of synteny and karyotype led to the conclusion that bird genomes were 
largely stable compared to mammals (Ellegren 2010), the discovery of many intrachromosomal 
rearrangements across birds (Hooper and Price 2017; Skinner and Griffin 2012; Zhang et al. 2014;
Farre et al. 2016) and interchromosomal recombination in falcons, parrots and sandpipers 
(O’Connor et al. 2018; Coelho et al. 2019; Pinheiro et al. 2021) has shown that at a finer resolution 
for comparison, the avian genome is rather dynamic. The highly variable rate of TE expansion we 
have observed across birds extends knowledge from avian orders with “unusual” repeat 
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provides further evidence that the genome evolution of bird orders and species within orders differs
significantly, even though synteny is often conserved. In our comprehensive characterization of 
CR1 diversity across 117 bird genome assemblies, we have identified significant variation in CR1 
expansion rates, both within genera such as Calidris and between closely related orders such as 
kiwis and the cassowary and emu. As the diversity and quality of avian genomes sequenced 
continues to grow and whole genome alignment methods improve (Feng et al. 2020; Rhie et al. 
2020), further analysis of genome stability based on repeat expansions at the family and genus 
level will become possible. While the chicken and zebra finch are useful model species, models do 
not necessarily represent diversity of evolutionary trajectories in nature.
Methods and Materials
Identification and curation of potentially divergent CR1s
To identify potentially divergent CR1s we processed 117 bird genomes downloaded from Genbank
(Benson et al. 2015) with CARP (Zeng et al. 2018); see SI Table for species names and assembly 
versions. We used RPSTBLASTN (Altschul et al. 1997) with the CDD library (Marchler-Bauer et al.
2017) to identify protein domains present in the consensus sequences from CARP. Consensuses 
which contained both an endonuclease and a reverse transcriptase domain were classified as 
potential CR1s. Using CENSOR (Kohany et al. 2006) we confirmed these sequences to be CR1s, 
removing others, more similar to different families of LINEs, such as AviRTEs, as necessary.
Confirmed CR1 CARP consensus sequences were manually curated through a “search, extend, 
align, trim” method as described in (Galbraith et al. 2020) to ensure that the 3’ hairpin and 
microsatellite were intact. Briefly, this curation method involves searching for sequences highly 
similar to the consensus with BLASTN 2.7.1+ (Zhang et al. 2000), extending the coordinates of the
sequences found by flanks of 600 bp, aligning these sequences using MAFFT v7.453 (Katoh and 
Standley 2013) and trimming the discordant regions manually in Geneious Prime v2020.1. The 
final consensus sequences were generated in Geneious Prime from the trimmed multiple 
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Identification of more divergent and low copy CR1s
To identify more divergent or low copy number CR1s which CARP may have failed to identify, we 
performed an iterative search of all 117 genomes. Beginning with a library of all avian CR1s in 
Repbase (Bao et al. 2015) (see SI Table 2 for CR1 names and species names) and manually 
curated CARP sequences we searched the genomes using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast -
max_target_seqs <number of scaffolds in respective genome>), selecting those over 2700 bp and 
retaining 3’ hairpin and microsatellite sequences. Using RPSTBLASTN we then identified the full 
length CR1s (those containing both endonuclease (EN) and reverse transcriptase (RT) domains) 
and combined them with the previously generated consensus sequences. We clustered these 
combined sequences using VSEARCH 2.7.1 (Rognes et al. 2016) (--cluster_fast --id 0.9) and 
combined the cluster centroids with the Repbase CR1s to use as queries for the subsequent 
search iteration. This process was repeated until the number of CR1s identified did not increase 
compared to the previous round. From the output of  the final round, order-specific clusters of 
CR1s were constructed and cluster centroids identified.
Tree construction
To construct a tree of CR1s, the centroids of all order-specific CR1s were combined with all full 
length avian and two crocodilian CR1s from Repbase and globally aligned using MAFFT (--thread 
12 --localpair). We used FastTree 2.1.11 with default nucleotide parameters (Price et al. 2010) to 
infer a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree from this alignment, and rooted the tree using the 
crocodilian CR1s. The crocodilian CR1s were used as an outgroup as all avian CR1s are nested 
within crocodilian CR1s (Suh et al. 2015). This tree was split into different families of CR1 by eye 
based on the presence of long branches from high confidence nodes and the position of the 
previously described CR1 families from Repbase. To avoid excessive splitting and paraphyly of 
previously described families a lumping approach was taken resulting in some previously distinct 
families of CR1 from Repbase being treated as members of families they were nested within (SI 
Table 3).
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To identify, classify and quantify divergence of all 3’ anchored CR1s present within species, order-
specific libraries were constructed from the order-specific clusters and the full length avian and 
crocodilian Repbase CR1s. 3’ anchored sequences CR1s were defined as CR1s retaining the 3’ 
hairpin and microsatellite sequences. Using these libraries as queries we identified 3’ anchored 
sequences CR1s present in assemblies using BLASTN. The identified CR1s were then classified 
using a reciprocal BLASTN search against the original query library.
Determination of presence/absence in related species
To reconstruct the timing of CR1 expansions we selected the identified 3’ anchored CR1 copies of 
100 and 600 bp length in a species of interest and at least 600 bp from the end of a contig, 
extending the coordinates of the sequences by 600 bp to include the flanking region and extracting
the corresponding sequences. If the flanking regions contained more than 25% unresolved 
nucleotides (‘N’ nucleotides) they were discarded.
Using BLASTN we identified homologous regions in species belonging to the same order as the 
species being analysed, and through the following process of elimination identified the regions 
orthologous to CR1 insertions and their flanks in the related species. At each step of this process 
of elimination, if an initial query could not be satisfactorily resolved, we classified it as unscorable 
(unresolved) to reduce the chance of falsely classifying deletions or segmental duplications as new
insertion events. First, we classified all hits containing the entire repeat and at least 150 bp of each
flank as shared orthologous insertions. Following this, we discarded all hits with outer coordinates 
less than a set distance (150 bp) from the boundary of the flanks and CR1s to remove hits to 
paralogous CR1s insertions. This distance was chosen by testing the effect of a range of distances
from 300 bp through to 50 bp in increments of 50 bp on a random selection of CR1s first identified 
in Anser cygnoides and Corvus brachyrhynchos and searched for in other species within the same 
order. Requiring outer coordinates to higher values resulted in higher numbers orthologous regions
not being resolved, likely due to insertions or deletions within flanks since divergence. Allowing for 
boundaries of 50 or 100 bp resulted in many CR1s having multiple potential orthologous regions at 
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additional copies of the 3’ microsatellite sequence. Thus 150 bp was chosen, as it was the shortest
possible distance at which a portion of the flanking sequence was always present.
Based on the start and stop coordinates of the remaining hits, we determined the orientation the hit
was in and discarded any queries without two hits in the same orientation. In addition, any queries 
with more than one hit to either strand was discarded. From the remaining data we determined the 
distance between the two flanks. If the two flanks were within 16 bp of each other in the sister 
species and the distance between the flanks was near the same length of the query CR1, the 
insertion was classified as having occurred since divergence. If the distance between the ends of 
the flanks in both the original species and sister species were similar, the insertion was classified 
as shared. For a pictorial description of this process including the parameters used, see SI Figure 
5. This process was conducted for other species in the same order as the original species. Finally, 
we determined the timing of each CR1 insertion event by reconciling the presence/absence of each 
CR1 insertion across sampled species with the most parsimonious placement on the species tree (SI 
Figure 6).
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SI Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of newly identified full length CR1s and full length avian CR1s from  
Repbase. The full length CR1s used are the centroids of order specific clusters constructed using 
VSEARCH at 90% identity. Phylogeny constructed using FastTree from a MAFFT alignment of the 
nucleotide sequences.
SI Figure 2. Scaled divergence of 3’ anchored CR1s identified in a) selected passerines and b) 
selected paleognaths. CR1s were initially identified using a reciprocal BLAST search based on 
libraries consisting of RepBase avian and crocodilian repeats and the centroids of full length 
sequences identified within the order clustered in VSEARCH.
SI Figure 3. Number of high confidence insertions of dominant CR1 families in owls approximated 
by presence/absence patterns of orthologous CR1 insertions between 100 and 600 bp in length. 
CR1 subfamilies are labeled by colour (see legend). Phylogeny adapted from (Salter et al. 2020).
SI Figure 4. Scaled divergence of 3’ anchored CR1s identified in species of Amazon parrot 
(Amazona). CR1s were initially identified using a reciprocal BLAST search based on a consisting 
of RepBase avian and crocodilian repeats and the centroids of full length sequences identified 
within parrots clustered in VSEARCH.
SI Figure 5. Presence/absence workflow. 3’ anchored CR1 insertions in a genome between 100 
and 600 bp (1) were identified with BLASTN and had coordinates extended to include 600 bp of 
flanking sequence at both the 5’ and 3’ ends (2). The resulting 1300-1800 bp long sequences were
searched for in a related genome using BLASTN. Hits containing the entire insertion and at least 
150 bp of each flank were treated as ancestral insertions (3). Hits to insertion not containing any 
flanking region, with hits to the flanking sequence on differing strands or multiple hits to a single 
flanking sequence far from each other were treated as unresolvable and discarded. Insertions 
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the insertion were treated as ancestral insertions of which part was deleted in the species being 
searched (4). Sequences remaining were either flanks in close proximity or flanks plus a portion of 
the CR1 insertion. The distance between the flanks potentially containing part of the insertion was 
calculated in both species, qdist in the query species and sdist in the related species (5). If qdist 
was greater or equal to the length of the original CR1 insertion (olen) minus the length of 3x the 3’ 
microsatellite monomer and sdist was within the length of 2x the 3’ microsatellite monomer the 
insertion was treated as since divergence (6). If qdist was within the length of 2x the 3’ 
microsatellite monomer and the sdist was greater than 90 bp the insertion was treated as ancestral
(7). Any insertions not fitting these criteria were treated as unresolvable and discarded. This strict 
process was calibrated through adjusting variables and viewing resulting pairwise alignments 
between regions identified as orthologous, using the presence of target site duplications in the 
query species and if part of the CR1 insertion was present in the related species to determine if 
insertions had truly occurred in an orthologous region, erring on the side of discarding new 
insertions over misclassifying partially deleted ancestral insertions as new insertions.
SI Figure 6. Presence/absence resolution - Example of the method we used to resolve the 
presence/absence, and hence insertion timing, of each CR1 in a species (species a), two related 
species (species b and c) and an outgroup (species d). The CR1 insertion in question is 
represented in green, the flanking regions in black and the branches labelled 1-3. The branch in 
bold italics is the branch on which the insertion occurred. If an CR1 was present in species a 
through c we considered the repeat to have been inserted at branch 1 (i), if in a and b at branch 2 
(ii) and if in species a alone to be since the divergence from the immediate sister species and on 
branch 3 (iii). If present in all three species and the outgroup species examined we consider the 
repeat to be ancestral (iv). If a CR1 was absent from an immediate sister species but present in the
more distant related species we considered this to be a result of deletion in the immediate sister 
species (v). Finally, if the orthologous region was present in a species or group of species but 
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Tables
SI Table 1. Genome assemblies used throughout this analysis. All genomes were downloaded 
from GenBank.
SI Table 2 - Reclassification of previously described full length avian CR1s based on their position 
within our CR1 phylogeny (SI Figure 1; same color coding).
SI Table 3. Resolution of presence or absence of orthologous CR1 insertions between 100 and 
600 bp in related species in waterfowl, shorebirds, perching birds, parrots, owls, and kiwis + 
cassowary + emu genomes. Cells highlighted in yellow are the values used to construct Figures 4 
and 5 and SI Figure 3.
Data
SI Data 1 - Coordinates of full length CR1s identified in each genome in BED format. For the 
appropriate genome version see SI Table 1.
SI Data 2 - Multiple sequence alignment used to create the CR1 phylogeny (SI Figure 1) and 
Newick tree of said phylogeny.
SI Data 3. Divergence plots of 3’ anchored CR1s identified in each species of bird belonging to 
orders in which we detected full length CR1s. CR1s were identified using a reciprocal BLAST 
search based on libraries consisting of Repbase avian and crocodilian repeats and the centroids of
full length sequences identified within the order clustered in VSEARCH. Jukes-Cantor distance 
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Sandpipers (Scolopacidae)
Plovers and kin (Charadriidae)
Charadriiformes
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New Environment, New Invaders — Repeated Hor-
izontal Transfer of LINEs to Sea Snakes
“The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new discoveries, is not
’Eureka’ but ’That’s funny.” – Isaac Asimov.
During my investigation into CR1s in birds, due to an interest in both TEs and rep-
tiles, I was approached to annotate the mobilome of the olive sea snake (Aipysurus laevis)
genome. Sea snakes belong to the family Hydrophiinae, a highly diverse group of elapids
also encompassing sea kraits and terrestrial snakes native to Australia and New Guinea.
Since their split from terrestrial Hydrophiinae 13-15 Mya sea snakes have adapted rapidly
to become fully marine, developing paddle shaped and photosensitive tails. Like in birds,
little research has examined the evolution of TEs in squamates outside of the model
species, Anolis carolinensis. Additionally, little research has investigated the role TEs
may play in species’ adaptation to novel environments. As a member of a diverse clade of
snakes which had recently adapted to a novel environment, Aipysurus laevis provided an
ideal model to investigate the evolution of the mobilome following massive habitat change.
All supplementary data for this chapter can be found at
github.com/jamesdgalbraith/thesis supplementary material/tree/main/Chapter 2
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Abstract
Although numerous studies have found horizontal transposon transfer (HTT) to be widespread across metazoans, few have focused
on HTT in marine ecosystems. To investigate potential recent HTTs into marine species, we searched for novel repetitive elements in
sea snakes, a group of elapids which transitioned to a marine habitat at most 18 Ma. Our analysis uncovered repeated HTTs into sea
snakes following their marine transition. The seven subfamilies of horizontally transferred LINE retrotransposons we identified in the
olive sea snake (Aipysurus laevis) are transcribed, and hence are likely still active and expanding across the genome. A search of 600
metazoan genomes found all seven were absent from other amniotes, including terrestrial elapids, with the most similar LINEs
present in fish and marine invertebrates. The one exception was a similar LINE found in sea kraits, a lineage of amphibious elapids
which independently transitioned to a marine environment 25 Ma. Our finding of repeated horizontal transfer events into marine
snakes greatly expands past findings that the marine environment promotes the transfer of transposons. Transposons are drivers of
evolution as sources of genomic sequence and hence genomic novelty. We identified 13 candidate genes for HTT-induced adaptive
change based on internal or neighboring HTT LINE insertions. One of these, ADCY4, is of particular interest as a part of the KEGG
adaptation pathway “Circadian Entrainment.” This provides evidence of the ecological interactions between species influencing
evolution of metazoans not only through specific selection pressures, but also by contributing novel genomic material.
Key words: horizontal transfer, transposable element, Serpentes.
Introduction
Transposons are a major component of metazoan genomes,
making up between 24% and 56% of squamate genomes
(Pasquesi et al. 2018). Transposons are split into two classes:
Class I containing LINEs (long interspersed elements) and LTR
(long terminal repeat) retrotransposons; and Class II
Significance
Recent research has found horizontal transfer (HT) of transposons between marine animals. We analyzed the olive sea
snake (Aipysurus laevis) genome, uncovering HT of six novel retrotransposons into sea snakes since their marine
transition within the last 18 Ma. All six are absent from terrestrial animals and are most similar to retrotransposons
found in fish, corals, and the independently marine sea kraits. All six retrotransposons are likely still active and
expanding across the genome in A. laevis. Our findings suggest the marine environment is ideal for the HT of trans-
posons; and provide evidence that changing environments can influence evolution not only through novel selective
pressures, but also by contributing novel genomic material.
 The Author(s) 2020. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution.
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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containing DNA transposons (Wicker et al. 2007). Although
all three groups of transposons are present in squamates, re-
cent activity is dominated by LINEs including CR1s, RTE-BovBs,
Rex1, and L2s (Pasquesi et al. 2018). Although transposons
are normally vertically transmitted (parent to offspring) there
have been many instances of horizontal transposon transfer
(HTT) observed between distantly related species. HTT of DNA
transposons and LTR retrotransposons appears to be more
common, yet many examples of HTT of non-LTR retrotrans-
posons (LINEs) have been described (Peccoud et al. 2018).
These include transfers of RTE-BovBs between multiple distant
lineages (Ivancevic et al. 2018), of AviRTEs between birds and
parasitic nematodes (Suh et al. 2016), and of Rex1 elements
between teleost fish (Volff et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2020). As
transposons proliferate throughout a genome they can con-
tribute novel coding sequences, alter gene regulatory net-
works, modify coding regions, and lead to gene copy
number variation (Rebollo et al. 2012; Chuong et al. 2017;
Cerbin and Jiang 2018; Schrader and Schmitz 2019). Within a
lifetime most insertions will be neutral and some may be del-
eterious; however, on an evolutionary time scale, some TE
insertions constitute a key source of genomic innovation as
organisms adapt to new and changing environments
(Casacuberta and Gonzalez 2013; Salces-Ortiz et al. 2020).
Previous studies in Drosophila found HTT to increase following
colonization of new habitats due to exposure to new species
(Biemont et al. 1999; Vieira et al. 2002).
Hydrophiinae (Elapidae) is a prolific radiation of more than
100 terrestrial snakes plus 70 aquatic species. The aquatic
species form two separate lineages which independently tran-
sitioned to a marine habitat: the fully marine sea snakes and
the amphibious sea kraits (Laticauda) (Lee et al. 2016). Sea
snakes are phylogenetically nested inside the terrestrial hydro-
phiine radiation and appeared 6–18 Ma, whereas sea kraits
form the sister lineage to all other Hydrophiinae and diverged
25 Ma (Sanders et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2016). Sea snakes in-
clude >60 species in two major clades, Hydrophis and
Aipysurus-Emydocephalus, which shared a semi-aquatic com-
mon ancestor 6–18 Ma and exhibit highly contrasting evo-
lutionary histories since their transitions from terrestrial to
marine habits (Sanders et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2016; Nitschke
et al. 2018). Both of these lineages have independently de-
veloped adaptations to the aquatic environment including a
lingual notch allowing for full closure of the mouth when
underwater, and tail paddles for efficient underwater move-
ment (Lillywhite 2014). However, the Aipysurus-
Emydocephalus lineage has continued to evolve at the same
rate as terrestrial lineages of Hydrophiinae, diverging into nine
species, whereas the Hydrophis lineage has rapidly radiated
into 48 species (Sanders et al. 2010).
Following major ecological transitions, such as sea snakes’
transition from a terrestrial to a marine habitat, organisms
must adapt to their new environment, with transposons po-
tentially being a key genomic source for genomic adaptations
(Schlötterer et al. 2015; Marques et al. 2018). Peng et al.
(2020) found expansions of LTR retrotransposons in Shaw’s
sea snake (Hydrophis curtus) to be linked to its adaptation to
the marine environment. This was based on overrepresenta-
tion of GO terms of genes near inserted LTR retrotransposons
and found potential links to locomotory behavior, eye pig-
mentation, cellular hypotonic response, positive regulation
of wound healing, and olfactory bulb interneuron develop-
ment. Here we analyzed transposons in three sea snake
genomes and one sea krait genome, where the marine envi-
ronment appears to have fostered the repeated, independent
acquisition of these transposons through HTT. The repeated
HTT suggests that direct effects of the environment on ge-
nome structure may be an important but overlooked driver of
evolutionary change during major ecological transitions.
Results
Annotation of Sea Snake Transposons
We performed ab initio repeat annotation of the olive sea
snake (Aipysurus laevis) genome (Ludington et al.,
dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3975254) using CARP (Zeng
et al. 2018) and RepeatModeler (Smit and Hubley 2017) to
characterize repetitive content. Most repetitive sequences
identified by both CARP and RepeatModeler were not well
classified because both software tools rely on homology to
reference sequences from Repbase (Bao et al. 2015), a data-
base of repeats from highly studied species that are evolution-
arily distant to Hydrophiinae. The reliance on sequence
homology alone for genome-wide repeat annotation of
newly sequenced species often results in the incorrect and
misannotation of repeats (Platt et al. 2016). We used a struc-
tural homology approach based on the presence of a variety
of protein domains in these poorly annotated repeats to iden-
tify subfamilies of LINEs, Penelope and LTR retrotransposons,
endogenous retroviruses, and DNA transposons. Consensus
sequences containing the characteristic protein domains and,
if appropriate, TIRs or LTRs were considered as full length and
confidently assigned to the lowest Transposable Element (TE)
taxonomy level possible. For example, sequences identified as
containing 90% of a reverse transcriptase domain and 90%
of an endonuclease domain were classified as LINEs.
To identify potential HTT events which may have occurred
since the transition of elapids to a marine habitat, we looked
for transposons identified in A. laevis that were not present in
genome assemblies of its closest sequenced terrestrial rela-
tives, Notechis scutatus (tiger snake) and Pseudonaja textilis
(eastern brown snake). All the TE subfamilies characterized in
the A. laevis genome were found to be present in P. textilis
and N. scutatus with the exception of five LINE subfamilies
discussed below (see fig. 1). These subfamilies were further
classified based on CENSOR (Kohany et al. 2006) searches
against Repbase (Bao et al. 2015) using the online interface.
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Consensus sequences containing the characteristic protein
domains were confidently assigned to the lowest TE taxon-
omy level possible.
In A. laevis two of the five LINEs subfamilies, Rex1-Snek_1
(five full-length copies found) and Rex1-Snek_2 (three full-
length copies found) belong to the CR1/Jockey superfamily
but share less than 100-bp nucleotide sequence homology.
Manual curation (see Methods) of a multiple sequence align-
ment of the five full-length copies identified by CARP revealed
Rex1-Snek_1 to be three subfamilies; henceforth named
Rex1-Snek_1H1, Rex1-Snek_1H2 and Rex1-Snek_1H3.
Rex1-Snek_1H2 and Rex1-Snek_1H3 have 90% and 89%
pairwise identity with Rex1-Snek_1H1, respectively. The other
three subfamilies, RTE-Snek_1 (three full-length sequences
found), RTE-Snek_2 (one full-length sequence found), and
Proto2-Snek (one full-length sequence found) belong to the
RTE superfamily but have no significant nucleotide sequence
homology based on BLASTN searches using default parame-
ters. In addition to the full-length sequences, we identified
hundreds of highly similar copies with 50 truncation patterns
characteristic of recently active LINEs (fig. 2, supplementary
tables 1 and 2, Supplementary material online). Specifically,
coverage plots of the RTE-Snek_1, RTE-Snek_2, and Proto2-
Snek families are typical of LINEs, with a clear pattern of
50-truncated insertions (Luan et al. 1993). All seven LINE sub-
families were most similar to Repbase TE reference sequences
from a marine annelid worm, a marine crustacean, and
teleost fishes (Bao et al. 2015) (see table 1, supplementary
dataset 1, Supplementary material online).
The absence of these recently active LINE subfamilies from
terrestrial snakes that shared a common ancestor with sea
snakes within the last approximately 18 Ma, combined with
the finding that they were most similar to LINEs from distantly
related aquatic organisms, suggested HTT as the most plau-
sible explanation. There are three diagnostic features of HTT:
1) the sporadic presence of a TE family within a set of closely
related species, 2) a higher than expected degree of sequence
identity in long diverged species, and 3) discordant topologies
for the phylogenies of transposons and their host species
(Silva et al. 2004).
Presence/Absence in Closely Related Species
As mentioned above, the seven LINE subfamilies were absent
from the closest terrestrial relatives of A. laevis. To test if the
subfamilies have a sporadic distribution in closer relatives, we
performed reciprocal BLASTN searches for their presence in
two closely related sea snake genome assemblies, Hydrophis
melanocephalus (black-headed sea snake) and
Emydocephalus ijimae (Ijima’s turtle-headed sea snake); the
two closest (available) terrestrial species, N. scutatus and
P. textilis; an independently aquatic species, Laticauda colu-
brina (yellow-lipped sea krait); and a distant terrestrial relative,
Ophiophagus hannah (king cobra). The reciprocal search for
FIG. 1.—Structure of the seven HTT Aipysurus and one Laticauda LINE subfamilies. Cyan represents endonuclease (EN), red reverse transcriptase (RT),
orange coiled coil (CC), green RNA-recognition motif (RRM), and yellow domain of unknown function 1891 (U). Protein domains were identified using
RPSBLAST (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2017) and HHpred (Zimmermann et al. 2018) searches against CDD and Pfam (Finn et al. 2016; Marchler-Bauer et al. 2017)
databases and the coiled-coil domain was identified using PCOILS (Gruber et al. 2006).
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RTE-Snek_1 revealed a similar yet distinct RTE subfamily pre-
sent in L. colubrina, henceforth referred to as RTE-Kret. From
these searches, we found RTE-Snek_1 was restricted to
A. laevis and RTE-Kret to be restricted to L. colubrina. In
addition to being present in A. laevis, Proto2-Snek was also
present in E. ijimae; Rex1-Snek_1H1, Rex1-Snek_2, and RTE-
Snek_2 in E. ijimae and H. melanocephalus; and Rex1-SnekH2
and Rex1-SnekH3 in H. melanocephalus. This reciprocal
FIG. 2.—Coverage and divergence from consensus of the seven horizontally transferred LINE subfamilies identified in the Aipysurus laevis genome and
the one identified in Laticauda colubrina. LINE fragments were identified with BLASTN (Altschul et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) and plotted using ggplot2
(Wickham 2011) using the consensus2genome script (https://github.com/clemgoub/consensus2genome, last accessed September 16, 2020). The blue line
represents the depth of coverage of fragments aligned to the subfamily consensus sequence (shown on right-hand y axis). Each horizontal line represents the
divergence of a fragment and its position mapped to the repeat consensus (position shown on x axis); orange shows full-length repeats and black shows
repeat fragments. The divergence from consensus of the repeats is shown on the left-hand y axis.
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search confirmed all seven subfamilies were absent from both
terrestrial (N. scutatus, P. textilis, and O. hannah) and aquatic
(L. colubrina) outgroups, and RTE-Kret was restricted to
L. colubrina (fig. 3, supplementary figs. 1–8, Supplementary
material online).
We used two approaches to estimate the number and
timing of HTT events into sea snakes. Based on the presence
or absence of the seven A. laevis LINEs in O. hannah,
L. colubrina, P. textilis, N. scutatus, H. melanocephalus,
E. ijimae, and A. laevis, we conservatively estimated nine
HTT events into sea snakes dated using the species divergence
times from Sanders et al. (2008, 2009, 2013) and Lee et al.
(2016) (fig. 3, supplementary table 2, Supplementary material
online). Due to the lack of fragments of Rex1-Snek_1H2 and
Rex1-Snek_1H3 in Emydocephalus (supplementary figs. 10
and 11, Supplementary material online), these two subfami-
lies were likely transferred independently into Aipysurus and
Hydrophis. In addition, we calculated the timing of HTT into
the Aipysurus lineage using the average substitutions per site
of each LINE subfamily and an estimated genome-wide sub-
stitution rate. The insertion time based on substitution rate
(supplementary table 2, Supplementary material online) sug-
gests that the HTTs postdate the divergence of Aipysurus and
Emydocephalus. Taking the high standard deviation into ac-
count, the timing of HTT events estimated by both methods
overlapped with the exception of the transfer of RTE-Snek_2
(supplementary table S2, Supplementary material online).
As an independent verification of presence/absence and to
look for potential current activity of the LINEs, we searched
assembled transcriptomes of a variety of tissues from three
sea snakes—A. laevis, A. tenuis, and Hydrophis major from
Crowe-Riddell (2019) (see supplementary dataset 2,
Supplementary material online). We identified high-identity
transcripts (>95% identity) of all Rex1-Snek1H1, Rex1-
Snek1H2, Rex1-Snek1H3, Rex1-Snek_2, and RTE-Snek_2 in
at least one tissue of A. laevis, A. tenuis, and H. major.
High-identity transcripts of RTE-Snek_1 and Proto2-Snek
were present in A. laevis and A. tenuis, yet absent from all
H. major tissues, with one small fragment of an RTE-Snek_1-
like transcript present in an H. major testis transcriptome. The
presence of transcripts of all seven LINE subfamilies both con-
firmed the presence/absence pattern of the specific subfami-
lies in A. laevis and indicates potential ongoing
retrotransposition of these elements.
Verification of HTT and Search for HTT Donor Species
Although the absence of the marine-specific TEs in close ter-
restrial species supported HTT to sea snakes, we needed to
rule out the possibility that those TEs were lost from those
terrestrial species. In order to confirm HTT versus loss of TEs,
we searched for all seven LINE subfamilies in 630 metazoan
genomes using BLASTN with relaxed parameters (see
Materials and Methods). Our search identified homologous,
yet divergent Rex1s in fish and squamates, Proto2s in fish, and
RTEs widespread across a variety of marine organisms includ-
ing fish, echinoderms, corals, and sea kraits (see fig. 4, sup-
plementary dataset 4, Supplementary material online). Using
these hits as seeds, we curated consensus repeats of each
LINE subfamily in the species they were identified in.
We then aligned our original LINE sequences against a
database containing both our curated repeats and Repbase
Table 1
Most Similar Repbase and Curated Repeats for Each LINE Subfamily in Species Outside of Closely Related Snakes
Repeat (query) Species (target repeat) Percent identity Hit length (bp)
Most similar Repbase sequences
Rex-Snek_1H1 Petromyzon marinus (Rex1-1_PM) 67.5 1,359
Rex-Snek_1H2 Petromyzon marinus (Rex1-1_PM) 66.7 1,359
Rex-Snek_1H3 Petromyzon marinus (Rex1-1_PM) 64.2 2,796
Rex-Snek_2 Cyprinus carpio (Rex1-1_CCa) 75.9 2,795
RTE-Snek_1 Petromyzon marinus (RTE-2_PM) 62.9 3,100
RTE-Snek_2 Chrysemys picta (RTE-9_CPB) 65.3 2,926
Proto2-Snek Oryzias latipes (Proto2-1_OL) 65.6 666
RTE-Kret Petromyzon marinus (RTE-2_PM) 63.6 3,102
Most similar curated repeats
Rex-Snek_1H1 Oryzias latipes 85.0 2,987
Rex-Snek_1H2 Oryzias latipes 82.2 2,973
Rex-Snek_1H3 Oryzias latipes 81.6 2,960
Rex-Snek_2 Miichthys miiuy 78.7 2,594
RTE-Snek_1 Laticauda colubrina (RTE-Kret) 84.9 3,252
RTE-Snek_2 Hippocampus comes 74.4 3,184
Proto2-Snek Epinephelus lanceolatus 75.4 3,299
RTE-Kret Aipysurus laevis (RTE-Snek_1) 84.9 3.252
NOTE.—Repbase was searched using the seven consensus Aipysurus laevis LINEs using relaxed BLASTN parameters (see Materials and Methods). A database of our curated
repeats from all searched species (see Materials and Methods) was searched using the seven consensus A. laevis repeats using default BLASTN parameters.
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repeats. All seven of our original LINE subfamilies were most
similar to curated LINEs found in marine species (table 1) with
pairwise identity for all closest hits between 75–85%. Rex1-
Snek_1H1, Rex1-SnekH2, Rex1-SnekH3, and Rex1-Snek_2
were most similar to Rex1s curated from a variety of fish
genomes. Proto2-Snek was most similar to a Proto2 from
the European carp (Cyprinus carpio) genome and RTE-
Snek_1 most similar to RTE-Kret from L. colubrina. If the
LINE subfamilies were present in sea snakes yet absent from
terrestrial and amphibious elapids due to repeated losses, we
would expect to find highly similar LINEs to still be present in
other squamates. However, we failed to identify highly similar
repeats in any squamates; therefore, the most parsimonious
explanation supports HTT and rules out loss. We used the
results of this search in an attempt to identify the likely donor
or vector species by looking for species hosting our HTT LINEs
with a comparable degree of sequence divergence to that
observed in A. laevis. However, none of the cross-species
alignments were greater than 87% nucleotide sequence iden-
tity and therefore did not show comparable sequence diver-
gence which would be required to identify potential donor
species (table 1).
Discordant Phylogenies of RTEs and of Rex1s Compared
with Host Species
As extreme discordance between repeat and species phylog-
enies would further support HTT, we compared the respective
tree topology of all RTEs, Proto2s, and Rex1s, using both
Repbase sequences and our curated sequences, to the species
tree topology. As illustrated in figure 5, the species and repeat
phylogenies of all seven sea snake LINE subfamilies and the
L. colubrina RTE are highly discordant, evidenced by their clus-
tering with teleost fishes. This confirms likely HTT events from
marine organisms into sea snakes and sea kraits, and further
refutes independent losses from terrestrial Australian elapids.
Insertions in and Near Coding Regions
To identify any insertions of these LINEs in A. laevis which may
have the potential to alter gene expression or protein struc-
ture, we identified all insertions in or near regions annotated
as genes, in particular exons and untranslated regions (UTRs)
(supplementary table 1, Supplementary material online).
Intersects of gene and repeat annotation intervals in the
A. laevis assembly initially revealed 23 insertions of HTT
LINEs in or near genes: 19 insertions in 50 UTRs or within
5,000 bp upstream, 1 into a coding exon and 3 into 30 UTRs.
To test for potential assembly errors that might have
yielded erroneous insertions near genes, we searched for
the flanking regions of the 23 insertions in the closely related
E. ijimae and H. melanocephalus. Eight of the 23 insertions
were disregarded as the likely result of assembly errors in
A. laevis, as their flanking sequences were in the middle of
two different contigs in both E. ijimae and H. melanocephalus.
The flanking regions of the remaining 15 insertions were con-
tiguous in E. ijimae and H. melanocephalus. We report these
15 insertions in table 2. We consider the insertion of
RTE_Snek_2 into the 30 UTR of the Adenylate Cyclase Type
4 (ADCY4) gene as the most interesting of these, as it is the
only gene out the 15 that is present in a KEGG environmental
adaptation pathway (circadian entrainment). However,
FIG. 3.—Presence of the eight HTT LINE subfamilies across the phylogeny of elapid snakes (adapted from Lee et al. [2016]). Color of lineage represents
habitat—marine species are blue, terrestrial brown, and amphibious green. Each symbol represents the likely timing of horizontal transfers, for example, the
square indicates the likely transfer date of both Rex1-Snek_1H1 and Rex1-Snek_2. Presence/absence determined using reciprocal BLASTN search (Altschul
et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) using default parameters.
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testing the adaptive significance of these insertions will have
to await improvement of the genome assembly and popula-
tion genetic data for A. laevis. We note that many of these
genes are likely to have pleiotropic effects as regulators of
transcription or protein turnover, thus complicating future
assessments of their adaptive significance. However, changes
in pleiotropic genes have the potential to amplify adaptive
changes in other loci (Østman et al. 2012).
Discussion
We have identified seven LINE subfamilies present in sea
snakes and one present in sea kraits, yet absent from their
terrestrial relatives. The two competing hypotheses for this
presence/absence pattern are loss from the terrestrial species
or HTT to the marine species. If the seven subfamilies were lost
from the terrestrial species, we would expect to see similar
subfamilies still present in other squamates. Our search of 630
additional metazoans revealed the seven subfamilies to be
absent not just from other squamates, but from all other
tetrapods. For the majority of the seven subfamilies, the
most similar LINE was present in a teleost fish, indicating either
that the LINEs were repeatedly lost from all other tetrapods
following their divergence from teleost fish 400 Ma, or the
subfamilies were horizontally transferred into sea snakes and
sea kraits following their divergence from terrestrial relatives.
Based on the observed patchy phylogenetic distribution,
the high similarity of HTT TEs to those from distantly related
marine species, and the discordance of the species and LINE
phylogenies (figs. 3 and 5), the most parsimonious explana-
tion is that the seven LINEs identified in A. laevis and one
identified in L. colubrina were horizontally transferred from
FIG. 4.—Presence of the seven Aipysurus and one Laticauda HTT LINE subfamilies across 540 Metazoa. In each ring, darker shading represents the
presence of at least one sequence over 1,000 bp in length showing 75% or higher pairwise identity to the LINE, lighter shading represents the presence of
more than one sequence over 1,000 bp with less than 75% pairwise identity, and white represents the complete absence of similar sequences. Presence of
LINEs identified using BLASTN with custom parameters (see Materials and Methods) (Altschul et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) and plotted in iToL (Letunic
and Bork 2019). Species tree generated using TimeTree (Hedges et al. 2006), manually edited to correct elapid phylogeny to fit (Lee et al. 2016). Interactive
tree available at https://itol.embl.de/shared/jamesdgalbraith (last accessed September 16, 2020).
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marine species following the transition of the ancestors of
these snakes to a marine habitat. Additionally, the esti-
mated timing of transfer supports independent transfers
of both Rex1-Snek_1H2 and Rex1-Snek_1H3 into the
Aipysurus and Hydrophis lineages (supplementary table 2,
Supplementary material online). Although all seven LINE
subfamilies are currently expressed in A. laevis based on
transcriptome data, the number of large, near-identical
fragments of RTE-Snek_1, RTE-Snek_2, and Proto2-Snek
found within the A. laevis genome is larger than for the
Rex1s. This indicates potentially greater replication of RTE-
Snek_1, RTE-Snek_2, and Proto2-Snek since the HTT
events in the past 3–17 Myr (Sanders et al 2008, 2012,
2013; Lee et al. 2016).
FIG. 5.—Excerpts from the phylogenies of all intact curated and Repbase RTEs and all intact curated and Repbase Rex1s compared with host species
phylogeny. The blue triangles on the left represent condensed large subtrees of LINE sequences. TE phylogeny scale bar represents substitutions per site. The
numbers next to each node in the repeat trees are the support value. Extracts from larger phylogenies constructed using RAxML (Stamatakis 2014) based on
MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013) nucleotide alignments trimmed with Gblocks (Talavera and Castresana 2007) (for full phylogenies see supplementary
Appendix, figs. S1 and S2, Supplementary material online). Species trees constructed with TimeTree (Hedges et al. 2006).
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As all seven of the HTT LINE subfamilies are most similar to
LINEs found in distantly related marine metazoans, we hy-
pothesize that the donor species for each is likely a marine
fish or invertebrate. However, the degree of sequence diver-
gence between the LINE from L. colubrina and the seven LINEs
from A. laevis from the most similar LINEs from aquatic species
means we cannot identify a specific donor species. Likely
donors and vectors of HTT are pathogens, predators, prey,
parasites, and epibionts (Gilbert and Feschotte 2018). Sea
snake diets vary greatly; some species are generalists that
eat a wide variety of fish and occasionally crustaceans, ceph-
alopods, and mollusks, whereas others specialize on burrow-
ing eel-like or goby-like fish or feed exclusively on fish eggs
(Sherratt et al. 2018). Parasites of sea snakes include isopods,
nematodes, tapeworms, and flatworms, whereas epibionts
include various, hydrozoans, polychaetes, decapods, gastro-
pods, bivalves, and Bryozoa (Saravanakumar 2012; Gillett
2017). As very few species with ranges overlapping those of
Laticauda and Aipysurus have been sequenced, and the range
of Aipysurus spans highly biodiverse habitats, it is unlikely we
will further narrow the donor of any of these eight LINE sub-
families without significant additional genome sequence data
from Indo-West Pacific tropical marine species.
Although we were unable to identify specific donor spe-
cies, our finding of HTT between marine species is in line with
multiple past studies that reported HTT within and across ma-
rine phyla. HTT is prolific and particularly well described in
aquatic microbial communities (reviewed in-depth in
Sobecky and Hazen [2009]). HTT of LINEs, LTR retrotranspo-
sons and DNA transposons has been reported in marine met-
azoans, with past studies describing the transfer of Rex1s and
Rex3s between teleost fishes (Volff et al. 2000; Carducci et al.
2018), Steamer-like LTR retrotransposons both within and
across phyla (Metzger et al. 2018), L1 and BovB LINEs within
and across phyla (Ivancevic et al. 2018), Mariner DNA trans-
posons between diverse crustaceans (Casse et al. 2006), and a
wide variety of TEs between tetrapods and teleost fish (Zhang
et al. 2020). What sets our findings apart is that HTTs in this
report have occurred multiple times as a result of the recent
terrestrial to marine transition of the Aipysurus/Hydrophis
common ancestor. The transfer of all seven LINEs occurred
<18 Ma from aquatic animal donor species that diverged
from snakes >400 Ma (Broughton et al. 2013; Hughes
et al. 2018). As illustrated in figure 3, the varying presence/
absence of the seven LINEs across the three species of sea
snakes is indicative of nine independent HTT events as op-
posed to a single event. The recent timing of HTT into marine
squamates is not specific to sea snakes, as we found transfer
of an RTE-Kret to the sea kraits which underwent an indepen-
dent transition to the marine habitat. These repeated inva-
sions suggest aquatic environments potentially foster HTT,
with more examples likely to be revealed by additional ge-
nome sequences from marine species.
The likely ongoing replication of all seven A. laevis HTT
LINEs, as evidenced by both the presence of insertions and
transcripts with near 100% identity, continues to contribute
genetic material to the evolution of Aipysurus. Previous inves-
tigators have reported entire genes, exons, regulatory sequen-
ces, and noncoding RNAs in vertebrates derived from
transposons, as well as TE insertions leading to genomic rear-
rangement (reviewed in-depth in Warren et al. [2015]). For
snakes, Peng et al. (2020) described the expansion of LTR
elements across H. curtus leading to adaptive changes in
the marine environment. Similarly, the insertion of CR1 frag-
ments near phospholipase A2 venom genes in vipers led to
nonallelic homologous recombination, in turn causing
Table 2
HTT LINEs Inserted into Exons, UTRs, or within 5,000bp Upstream of 50 UTRs of Genes within the A. laevis Assembly and Transcriptome
Gene LINE Distance to 5’ UTR (bp) Insertion size (bp)
Acetyl-CoA Acyltransferase 1 (ARIH1) Proto2-Snek 223 85
KN Motif And Ankyrin Repeat Domains 4 (KANK4) Proto2-Snek 4,987 161
Potassium Calcium-Activated Channel Subfamily N Member 4 (KCNN4) Proto2-Snek 3,746 98
Outer Mitochondrial Membrane Lipid Metabolism Regulator OPA3 (OPA3) Rex1-Snek_2 3,149 81
Rabaptin, RAB GTPase Binding Effector Protein 1 (RABEP1) Proto2-Snek 1,389 99
Valosin Containing Protein Lysine Methyltransferase (VCPKMT) Rex1-Snek_1H1 512 76
Cdc42 effector protein 4 (CDC42EP4) RTE-Snek_2 1,475 422
Gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor subunit alpha-3 (GABRA3) RTE-Snek_2 4,247 95
Leucine-zipper-like transcriptional regulator 1 (LZTR1) RTE-Snek_2 2,066 421
Polyadenylate-binding protein 2 (PABPN1) RTE-Snek_2 145 431
Parvalbumin alpha (PVALB) RTE-Snek_2 4,152 52
Deaminated glutathione amidase (NIT1) RTE-Snek_2 In coding exon 228
Adenylate cyclase type 4 (ADCY4) RTE-Snek_2 In 30 UTR and transcript 130
CAP-Gly Domain Containing Linker Protein Family Member 4 (CLIP4) RTE-Snek_1 In transcript —
BLOC-1 Related Complex Subunit 8 (BORCS8) Rex1-Snek_1H3 In transcript —
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duplication of these genes (Fujimi et al. 2002). Rapid genomic
innovation would have been necessary for Aipysurus to adapt
to the marine environment, with the independent evolution
of paddle-like tails, salt excretion glands, and dermal photo-
reception following their divergence from their most recent
common ancestor with Hydrophis (Brischoux et al. 2012;
Sanders et al. 2012; Crowe-Riddell et al. 2019). Other adap-
tations are likely to have occurred or are occurring for sea
snakes to conform to their marine habitat, as evolutionary
transitions from terrestrial to marine habits entail massive phe-
notypic changes spanning metabolic, sensory, locomotor, and
communication-related traits. Our finding that 15 genes,
most with likely pleiotropic effects, contain HTT insertions
and thus may have altered expression will require further in-
vestigation. One of these genes, ADCY4 is particularly inter-
esting as it is part of the circadian entrainment pathway.
Transition to a marine environment is likely to require altered
sensitivity of the circadian entrainment pathway to environ-
mental cues of light intensity and wavelength. Future research
to examine the association between these HTT-derived
sequences and adaptation will require investigation of differ-
ential regulation of these genes between terrestrial and ma-
rine snakes in a variety of tissues as well as improvement of
the A. laevis genome assembly and collection of population
genomic data.
Conclusions
Our findings reveal repeated HTT of LINEs into fully marine
and amphibious lineages of marine elapids as a result of their
transition from a terrestrial environment. The HTT LINE inser-
tions near genes and continued expression of all seven HTT
LINE subfamilies is indicative of possible ongoing impact on
the adaptive evolution of Aipysurus. Taken together, our
results support a likely role for habitat transitions as direct
contributors to the evolution of metazoan genomes, rather




Our study aimed primarily to identify TE subfamilies present in
sea snakes yet absent from close terrestrial relatives, deter-
mine if their absence was due to TE loss or HTT, and if due to
HTT find the potential donor or vector species. Our secondary
aim was to determine if HTT subfamilies likely remain active in
sea snakes based on transcriptomic data. Our final aim was to
check if any HTT TE subfamilies discovered may have im-
pacted the evolution of sea snakes since their divergence
from terrestrial snakes by identifying insertions near/in genes
and if these genes had roles in pathways important in adap-
tation to the marine habitat.
Identification and Classification of Repetitive Sequences in
A. laevis
We identified repetitive sequences present in the Ludington
et al. (dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3975254) A. laevis assem-
bly using CARP (Zeng et al. 2018). Using RPSTBLASTN 2.7.1þ
(Marchler-Bauer and Bryant 2004) and a custom library of
position-specific scoring matrices from the CDD and Pfam
databases (Finn et al. 2016; Marchler-Bauer et al. 2017), we
identified protein domains present in all consensus sequences
over 800 bp in length found by CARP. Sequences were clas-
sified as potential LINEs, LTR retroelements and various DNA
transposons based on the presence of relevant protein
domains following the Wicker et al. (2007) classification. For
example, we treated consensus sequences containing over
80% of both an exo-endonuclease domain and a reverse
transcriptase domain as potential LINEs. For a full breakdown
of protein domains used to classify retroelements, see supple-
mentary table 3, Supplementary material online. We used
CENSOR 4.2.29 (Kohany et al. 2006) to further classify the
consensus sequences. To reduce redundancy, we aligned all
potential TEs to all other potential TEs using BLASTN 2.7.1þ
(Altschul et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) with default
parameters and removed consensus sequences with both
94% or higher pairwise identity to, and 50% or higher cov-
erage by longer consensus sequences.
Search for Ab Initio Annotated TEs in Close Terrestrial
Relatives
To determine if the TEs subfamilies discovered were present in
closely related species, we used megablast 2.7.1þ (Altschul
et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) to perform a nucleotide
search for the consensus sequences of each subfamily in the
genomes of two closely related terrestrial elapids (N. scutatus
and P. textilis) (provided by Richard Edwards), and a more
distantly related semi-marine elapid (L. colubrina) (Kishida
et al. 2019). We treated all CARP sequences which were
found by megablast in both N. scutatus and P. textilis as an-
cestrally shared, and all others as potential HTT candidates (all
were LINEs). After discovering a highly similar subfamily was
present in L. colubrina but absent from the two terrestrial
snakes (RTE-Kret), we manually curated it using a “search,
extend, align, trim” method adapted from Platt et al.
(2016) and Suh et al. (2018) (see supplementary Methods,
Supplementary material online and description below).
Curation of TEs Absent from Close Terrestrial Relatives
To create a better consensus for each LINE subfamily, we
manually curated new consensus sequences using a “search,
extend, align, trim” method (explained in greater detail in
supplementary Methods, Supplementary material online,
script at https://github.com/jamesdgalbraith/HT_Workflow/
blob/master/PresenceAbsence/extendAlignSoloRstudio.R,
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last accessed September 16, 2020). We used megablast
2.7.1þ (Altschul et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) to
search for the consensus sequence of a subfamily within
the A. laevis genome. We selected the 25 best hits over
1,000 bp based on bitscore and extended the coordinates
of these sequences by 1,000 bp at each end of the hit. We
constructed multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of the
extended sequences using MAFFT v7.310 (Katoh and
Standley 2013). Where multiple full-length sequences
showing significant lack of homology were present, the
LINE subfamily was split into multiple subfamilies (see sup-
plementary fig. 9, Supplementary material online). Finally,
we manually edited the extended sequences in Geneious
Prime 2020.0.2 to remove nonhomologous regions and
created a new consensus sequence. If only one full-length
copy of a subfamily was present in the genome, it was
used instead of a consensus sequence. We used PCOILs
(Gruber et al. 2006) and HHpred (Zimmermann et al.
2018) searches of the translated Open Reading Frames
(ORFs) against the CDD and Pfam databases (Finn et al.
2016; Marchler-Bauer et al. 2017) to identify any addi-
tional protein domains or structures present in the seven
LINEs.
Search for HTT Candidate LINEs in the Genomes and
Transcriptomes of Other Sea Snakes
Similar to the search of closely related terrestrial species, we
used megablast to perform reciprocal searches for the con-
sensus sequences of the seven Aipysurus LINE subfamilies in
the genomes of H. melanocephalus and Emydocephalus
annulatus (Kishida 2019), and assembled transcriptomes
from various tissues of A. laevis, A. tenuis, and H. major
from Crowe-Riddell et al. (2019).
Estimating Timing of HTT Events by Substitution Rate
We estimated the timing of the seven HTT events using a
custom R script (https://github.com/jamesdgalbraith/HT_
Workflow/blob/master/Divergence/insertion_time_calcu-
lator.R, last accessed September 16, 2020). We identified
all copies of the seven A. laevis HTT subfamilies in the
A. laevis assembly using megablast. A reciprocal mega-
blast search using the identified copies was carried out
against the seven A. laevis HTT subfamily consensus
sequences to identify the most similar sequence based
on pairwise identity. Using the reciprocal megablast
search output, we calculated the mean substitutions per
site for each HTT subfamily. Finally, using an elapid whole-
genome substitution rate estimate from Ludington and
Sanders (under review by Molecular Ecology) of 1.25 
10e08 per site per generation and a generation time of
10 years, we calculated the HTT event timing of each sub-
family (supplementary table 2, Supplementary material
online).
Search for and Curation of Similar TEs in Other Metazoan
Genomes
To identify other species containing the seven Aipysurus and
one Laticauda LINE subfamilies, we used the HTT LINE con-
sensus sequences for BLASTN searches in of over 630 meta-
zoan genomes downloaded from GenBank (Benson et al.
2017) using relaxed parameters (-evalue 0.00002 -reward 3
-penalty -4 -xdrop_ungap 80 -xdrop_gap 130 -xdrop_gap_fi-
nal 150 -word_size 10 -dust yes -gapopen 30 -gapextend 6).
We treated species containing a hit of at least 1,000 bp as
potentially containing a similar LINE subfamily. From the
BLASTN hits from these species, we attempted to manually
curate subfamilies using a variant of the “search, extend,
align, trim” method described in the supplementary
Methods, Supplementary material online. If only one copy
of the LINE subfamily was present in a genome assembly
we did not include that species in the list of species containing
similar LINEs in order to reduce false positives. We used a
consensus sequence derived from the initial hits within the
species as the query for the BLASTN search of the genome,
and extended hits by 3,000 bp in the 50 and 30 directions. As
illustrated in supplementary figure 9, Supplementary material
online, if an MSA appeared to contain multiple LINE subfami-
lies, as judged by lack of sequence homology or gaps, it was
split and consensuses were constructed for each individual
family. As homologous, yet highly diverged, Rex1 and RTE
subfamilies were identified in other elapids we used the
same “search, extend, align, trim” method to curate the
most similar repeats in the A. laevis assembly, using the con-
sensus from N. scutatus as the initial query. All subfamilies
identified in N. scutatus had highly similar homolog in
A. laevis.
Characterizing Divergence Patterns in the HT Repeats
across Hydrophiinae
To identify fragments of the seven Aipysurus and one
Laticauda HTT LINE subfamilies and determine their diver-
gence from the consensus sequences, we performed a recip-
rocal best hit search using BLASTN 2.7.1þ (Altschul et al.
1990; Camacho et al. 2009) on the A. laevis, E. ijimae,
Hydrophis cyanocinctus, H. melanocephalus, N. scutatus,
P. textilis, L. colubrina, and O. hannah assemblies. HTT con-
sensus sequences were used as the initial query, with resulting
hits then used as queries against a database containing the
original consensus sequences.
Repeat Phylogeny Construction
For constructing repeat phylogenies, we created two libraries;
one containing all Rex1s we curated and Rex1s derived from
Repbase; and another containing all RTEs, we curated and all
RTE-like (Proto2, RTE, and BovB) sequences from Repbase. In
addition, each library contained an outgroup LINE based on
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the Eickbush and Malik (Eickbush and Malik 2002) phylogeny
of LINEs. We removed all sequences not containing at least
80% of both the endonuclease and reverse transcriptase
domains from each library based on RPSTBLASTN (Marchler-
Bauer and Bryant 2004) searches against the NCBI CDD
(Marchler-Bauer et al. 2017).
We created nucleotide MSAs of each library of LINEs using
MAFFT v7.310 (Katoh and Standley 2013) and removed
poorly aligned regions using Gblocks (Talavera and
Castresana 2007) allowing smaller final blocks, gap positions
within the final blocks and less strict flanking positions. Finally,
we constructed phylogenies from the trimmed MSA using
RAxML (Stamatakis 2014) with 20 maximum likelihood trees
and 500 bootstraps.
Species Phylogeny Construction
We used TimeTree (Hedges et al. 2006) to infer species phy-
logenies presented in figure 4. In cases in which a species of
interest was not present in the TimeTree database, where pos-
sible we used an appropriate species from the same clade in its
place and corrected the species names on the resulting tree.
Repeat Insertions Near and in Genes
Using the plyranges (Lee et al. 2019) and GenomicRanges R
packages (Lawrence et al. 2013) (53, 54), we identified any
insertions of the HTT LINEs into coding exons, UTRs and up-
stream of 50 UTRs for gene annotations from Ludington et al.
(https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3975254, last accessed
September 16, 2020) (https://github.com/jamesdgalbraith/HT_
Workflow/blob/master/GeneInteraction/overlapSearch.R, last
accessed September 16, 2020).
To confirm that insertions were assembled correctly, we
used BLASTN to search for the repeats extended by 2,000 bp
in each direction in the E. ijimae and H. melanocephalus as-
semblies. We selected the best hits from each species based
on query coverage and percent identity. Using MAFFT v7.310
(Katoh and Standley 2013), we constructed MSAs of each
extended repeat and the corresponding regions from the two
other assemblies (https://github.com/jamesdgalbraith/HT_
Workflow/blob/master/GeneInteraction/insertionConfirmation.R,
last accessed September 16, 2020). By manually viewing the
resulting alignment in Geneious and the raw BLASTN output,
we determined if the repeat insertions were assembled cor-
rectly. To confirm the insertion of RTE-Snek_2 identified in
the 30 UTR of ADCY4, we perform megablast searches of the
A. laevis transcriptome from Ludington et al. (https://dx.doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.3993854, last accessed September 16, 2020).
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and
Evolution online.
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Horizontal transfer and subsequent explosive ex-
pansion of a DNA transposon in sea kraits (Lati-
cauda)
“... no occurrence is sole and solitary, but is merely a repetition of a thing which has
happened before, and perhaps often.” - Mark Twain
While annotating the olive sea snake genome and identifying repeated horizontal trans-
fer of retrotransposons into sea snakes, I identified one retrotransposon which had also
been horizontally transferred into a sea krait. Within Hydrophiinae, sea kraits are the
basal lineage to sea snakes and the terrestrial hydrophiines. While the genome of the
yellow-lipped sea krait (Laticauda colubrina) had been sequenced, little attention was
paid to the TEs present. Since sea kraits are a sister lineage to sea snakes that also transi-
tioned to a marine habitat, independently of sea snakes, my discovery of a potential HTT
event within sea kraits highlighted the importance of annotating TEs across the entire
hydrophiinae lineage. In accordance with this goal, I performed an in-depth investigation
of the mobilomes of sea kraits.
All supplementary data for this chapter can be found at
github.com/jamesdgalbraith/thesis supplementary material/tree/main/Chapter 3
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Abstract
Transposable elements (TEs) are self replicating genetic sequences and are often described as 
important “drivers of evolution”. This driving force is because TEs promote genomic novelty by 
enabling rearrangement, and through exaptation as coding and regulatory elements. However, 
most TE insertions will be neutral or harmful, therefore host genomes have evolved machinery to 
supress TE expansion. Through horizontal transposon transfer (HTT) TEs can colonise new 
genomes, and since new hosts may not be able to shut them down, these TEs may proliferate 
rapidly. Here we describe HTT of the Harbinger-Snek DNA transposon into sea kraits (Laticauda), 
and its subsequent explosive expansion within Laticauda genomes. This HTT occurred following 
the divergence of Laticauda from terrestrial Australian elapids ~15-25 Mya. This has resulted in 
numerous insertions into introns and regulatory regions, with some insertions into exons which 
appear to have altered UTRs or added sequence to coding exons. Harbinger-Snek has rapidly 
expanded to make up 8-12% of Laticauda spp. genomes; this is the fastest known expansion of 
TEs in amniotes following HTT. Genomic changes caused by this rapid expansion may have 
contributed to adaptation to the amphibious-marine habitat. 
Introduction
Transposable elements (TE) are selfish genetic elements that mobilize themselves across the 
genome. A substantial proportion of eukaryotic genomes is composed of TEs, with most reptilian 
and mammalian genomes comprising between 30 and 60%. As TEs proliferate within a genome, 
most insertions will be either neutral or deleterious [1]. However, over evolutionary timescales the 
movement of TEs can enable major adaptive change; being exapted as coding and regulatory 
sequences, and by promoting both inter- and intra-chromosomal rearrangements such as 
segmental duplications, inversions and deletions through non-allelic homologous recombination 
[2,3].
TE expansion can also be harmful, driving eukaryotes to evolve various defence and regulatory 
mechanisms. Genomic shocks can disrupt this regulation, allowing TEs to expand [4]. One 
example of a shock is horizontal transposon transfer (HTT), in which a TE jumps from one species 
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have been reported [5–9]. Following HTT the expansion of new TEs is quickly slowed or halted due
to the potentially deleterious effects they can cause [1,10], and any continued expansion will likely 
be slow. For example, following ancient HTT events the BovB retrotransposon has taken 32-39 My
and 79-94 My for these elements to colonise between 6 and 18% of ruminant and Afrotheria 
genomes, respectively [6,11,12]. However rapid expansion of TEs following HT has previously 
been noted in Myotis bats, where hAT transposons expanded to cover 3.3% of the genome over 
the space of 15 Mya [13–15].
Here we report the HT of a Harbinger DNA transposon, Harbinger-Snek, into Laticauda, a genus of
marine snakes which diverged from terrestrial Australian snakes 15-25 Mya [16–18]. Surprisingly, 
none of the available terrestrial animal genomes contained any trace of Harbinger-Snek, with 
highly similar sequences instead identified in sea urchins. Since diverging from terrestrial snakes 
Laticauda transitioned to amphibious-marine habits, foraging on coral reefs and returning to land 
only to digest prey, mate and lay eggs [19]. Due to the absence of Harbinger-Snek-like sequences 
from terrestrial species and highly similar sequences present in marine species, we propose 
Harbinger-Snek was horizontally transferred to Laticauda from a marine donor genome by habitat 
transition. Furthermore, since this initial HTT event, Harbinger-Snek has expanded rapidly within 
the genomes of Laticauda and now accounts for 8% of the L. laticaudata assembly and 12% of the 
L. colubrina assembly.
Methods
All scripts/code used at: https://github.com/jamesdgalbraith/Laticauda_HT 
Ab initio repeat annotation of elapids
Using RepeatModeler2 [20] we performed ab initio annotation of the four Austro-Melanisian elapid 
genomes: Laticauda colubrina [21], Notechis scutatus, Pseudonaja textilis, and Aipysurus laevis 
[22]. To improve the RepeatModeler2 libraries we manually classified consensus sequences over 
200 bp using a BLAST, extend, align and trim method, described by Galbraith et al. [23].
Identification of horizontal transfer and potential source/vectors
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RepeatModeler2 using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast) [24] in the three other assemblies, as well 
assemblies of the Asian elapids Naja naja [25] and Ophiophagus hannah [26]. TEs present in high 
numbers in a species, but not present in the other elapids, were considered potential HTT. This 
yielded a high copy number of Harbinger elements in L. colubrina. To rule out contamination, we 
searched for this element in a L. laticaudata genome assembly from GenBank. Using RPSBLAST 
[27] and the Pfam database [28] we identified Harbinger copies with intact protein-coding domains.
To identify potential source or vector species, we searched all metazoan RefSeq genomes with a 
contig N50 of at least 10 kbp with BLASTN (-penalty -5 -reward 4 -out -word_size 11 -gapopen 12 -
gapextend 8) . In species containing similar elements, we created consensus sequences using the 
aforementioned BLAST, extend, align and trim method. As we had identified similar Harbinger 
elements in fish, bivalves and echinoderms from RefSeq, we repeated this process for all GenBank
assemblies of other species from these clades with a contig N50 of at least 10 kbp.
We identified transposase domains present in curated Harbinger sequences and all autonomous 
Harbinger elements available from Repbase [29] using RPSBLAST [27] and the Pfam database 
[28] . Using MAFFT (--localpair) [30] we created a protein multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of 
identified transposase domains. After trimming the MSA with Gblocks [31] we constructed a 
phylogenetic tree using FastTree [32] and from this tree chose an appropriate outgroup to use with 
curated elements. We subsequently constructed a protein MSA of the curated transposases using 
MAFFT, trimmed the MSA with Gblocks and created a phylogeny using IQ-TREE 2 (-m MFP -B 
1000), which selected TVMe+I+G4 as the best model [33–35]. For comparison we also created 
phylogenies using the same MSA with MrBayes and RAxML [36,37]. To compare the repeat and 
species phylogenies, we created a species tree of major sampled animal taxa using TimeTree [38].
Potential interaction of Harbinger-Snek with genes
Using the improved RepeatModeler2 libraries and the Repbase (-lepidosaur) library, we used 
RepeatMasker [39] to annotate the two species of Laticauda. Using Liftoff [40] we transferred the 
No. scutatus gene annotation from RefSeq [41] to the L. colubrina and L. laticaudata genome 
assemblies. To identify Harbingers in genes, exons and regulatory regions we intersected the 
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effects of these insertions on biological processes and molecular functions in Laticauda we ran 
PANTHER overrepresentation tests [43] of each using Anolis carolinensis as reference with genes 
annotated in Laticauda as a filter.
Continued expression of Harbinger-Snek
To test if Harbinger-Snek is expressed in L. laticaudata we aligned raw RNA-seq reads from four 
tissues to the L. laticaudata genome from Kishida et al. [21] (BioProject PRJDB7257) using STAR 
[44] and examined the location of intact Harbinger-Snek TEs in IGV [45]and exons in which we had
identified Harbinger insertions.
Results and discussion
Harbinger-Snek is unlike transposons seen in terrestrial elapid snakes
Our ab initio repeat annotation revealed a novel Harbinger DNA transposon in L. colubrina, 
Harbinger-Snek. Using BLASTN we found Harbinger-Snek present in both L. colubrina and L. 
laticaudata, but failed to identify any similar sequences in terrestrial relatives. Harbingers are a 
superfamily of transposons encoding two proteins, a transposase and a Myb-like DNA-binding 
protein [46]. While both are necessary for transposition [47], we identified multi-copy variants of 
Harbinger-Snek which encoded only one of the two proteins. These variants likely result from large
deletions, and may be non-autonomous. In addition, we identified many short non-autonomous 
variants which retain the same TSDs and terminal motifs, yet encode no proteins.
Harbinger-Snek was horizontally transferred to Laticauda
Harbingers have previously been reported in a wide variety of aquatic vertebrates including fish, 
crocodilians and testudines, but not in terrestrial vertebrates [29]. Our repeat annotation of the 
Laticauda, Aipysurus, Naja, Notechis and Pseudonaja assemblies confirmed Harbinger-Snek is 
unique to the two Laticauda species examined and is the dominant transposable element in both 
species (Table 1). This absence from relatives suggested Harbinger-Snek was horizontally 
transferred into the ancestral Laticauda genome and our search of over 600 metazoan genome 
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The nucleotide sequences most similar to Harbinger-Snek were identified in the purple sea urchin, 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, and were  ~90% identical to the transposase coding region and 
~88% identical to the DNA-binding protein. Based on a) high numbers of Harbinger-Snek in both 
species of Laticauda sampled and b) similar sequences only present in in marine species, we 
conclude that Harbinger-Snek was likely horizontally transferred to Laticauda following their 
divergence from terrestrial snakes 15-25 Mya, and prior to the crown group divergence of the eight 
recognised species in Laticauda (spanned by L. colubrina and L. laticaudata) ~15 Mya [16]. 
Our phylogenetic analysis (Figure 1) of similar Harbinger transposase sequences placed 
Harbinger-Snek in a strongly supported cluster with Harbingers found in two sea urchins, S. 
purpuratus and Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus (order Echinoida). Interestingly, neither Echinoida 
assembly contained more than 10 Harbinger-Snek-like transposons, none of which encode both 
proteins. H. pulcherrimus Harbinger-Snek-like transposons only contained the transposase, while 
the S. purpuratus assembly contained Harbinger-Snek-like transposons encoding either the 
transposase or the DNA binding protein. In addition, the species that cluster together elsewhere on
the tree are not closely related, for example, the sister cluster to the Laticauda-Echinoidea cluster 
contains a variety of fish and bivalve species. The mismatch of the species tree and the 
transposase tree suggests horizontal transfer of Harbinger-Snek-like transposons may be 
widespread among these marine organisms.
Harbinger-Snek expanded rapidly in Laticauda and is now much less active
Both the RepeatMasker annotation and BLASTN searches reveal a massive expansion in both 
Laticauda species, making up 8% of the L. laticaudata assembly and 12% of the larger L. colubrina
assembly (Table 1, Figure 2). To become established within a host genome following horizontal 
transfer, TEs must rapidly proliferate, or be lost due to genetic drift or negative selection [48]. To 
our knowledge the largest previously described expansion of DNA transposons in amniotes 
following HT is that of hATs in the bat Myotis lucifugus [13–15]. Following HT ~30 Mya, hAT 
transposons quickly expanded over 15 My at an estimated rate of ~0.7 Mbp/My and currently make
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My (directly after their divergence from terrestrial Australian snakes), we calculate Harbinger-Snek 
to have expanded in L. colubrina at a rate of 11.3 Mbp/My and in L. laticauda a rate of 8.12 
Mby/My. Therefore, our finding is the largest described expansion of a TE in an amniote following 
HTT.
Mass expansion of existing TEs during speciation has previously been seen in many groups 
including primates [49], woodpeckers [50] and salmonids [51]. By making the genome more 
dynamic these expansions fostered rapid adaptations. The sharp peak in the divergence profile 
(Figure 2)  indicates Harbinger-Snek’s expansion was rapid, and the small number of near-identical
copies suggests expansion has slowed massively, especially in L. laticaudata. Many more copies 
of Harbinger-Snek able to transpose are present in the L. colubrina assembly than the L. 
laticaudata assembly, with only 1 fully intact copy in L. laticaudata, but 269 in L. colubrina. Our 
alignment of L. laticaudata RNA-seq data from four tissues (vomeronasal organ, nasal cavity, 
tongue and liver) to the L. laticaudata genome revealed reads mapping across both coding regions
of the intact copy of Harbinger-Snek. Therefore, Harbinger-Snek and its non-autonomous 
derivatives may still be transposing in L. laticaudata.
In addition to containing many more intact copies of the full element, Laticauda colubrina also 
contains a higher number of the aforementioned “solo-ORF” variants than L. laticaudata, with 2263
intact transposase only variants compared to 35, and 452 intact DNA binding protein only variants 
compared to 6. Based on this stark contrast, since divergence ~15 Mya [16] either L. colubrina has
maintained a higher rate of Harbinger-Snek expansion or L. laticaudata has had a higher rate of 
Harbinger-Snek loss; or more likely, a combination of these two effects.
The accordion model - the expansion of Harbinger-Snek has been balanced by loss in L. 
laticaudata
The peak in Harbinger-Snek expansion in L. colubrina is both higher and more recent than L. 
laticaudata (Figure 2). In addition L. laticaudata has a much lower overall Harbinger-Snek content 
and genome size (Table 1). Past observations in birds, mammals and squamates found increases 
in genome size due to transposon expansion are balanced by loss due to deletions through non-
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Harbinger-Snek in Laticauda has generated many near identical sites in the genome, in turn 
promoting NAHR. In spite of the explosive expansion of Harbinger-Snek in L. laticaudata, the 
genome size and total TE content is very similar to that of the terrestrial Pseudonaja and Notechis 
(Table 1). This retention of a similar genome size is not seen in L. colubrina, the genome assembly
of which is 20% larger than the terrestrial species. However, the overall TE content of the L. 
colubrina genome remains similar to that of L. laticaudata and the terrestrial species, with the 
expansion of TEs only contributing half of the total increase in genome size. This is consistent with 
the aforementioned balancing of TE expansion by deletions.
Expansion of Harbinger-Snek has potentially impacted gene function
In both species of Laticauda many insertions of Harbinger-Snek overlap with or are contained 
within exons, regulatory regions and introns. Insertions overlapped with the exons of 56 genes in L.
colubrina and 31 in L. laticaudata, 17 of which are shared (SI Table 1). By manually inspecting 
transcripts mapped to the L. laticaudata genome we determined 8 3’ UTRs and 2 coding exons 
predicted by Liftoff now contain Harbinger-Snek insertions which contribute to mRNA (SI Table 1). 
These genes have a wide range of functions, many of which could be significant in the context of 
adaptation. We also identified insertions into 1685 and 888 potentially regulatory regions (within 5 
kbp of the 5’ UTR in genes) and into introns of 4141 and 1440 genes in L. colubrina and L. 
laticauda respectively.  PANTHER over/under-representation tests of these in gene and regulatory 
region insertions identified a number of pathways of potential adaptive significance (SI Tables 2-5).
Therefore, Harbinger-Snek is a prime candidate in the search for genomic changes responsible for 
Laticauda’s adaptation to a marine environment through altered gene expression.
Conclusion
In this report, we describe the rapid expansions of Harbinger-Snek TEs in Laticauda spp., to our 
knowledge, the fastest expansion of a DNA transposon in amniotes reported to date. The large 
number of insertions of Harbinger-Snek into exons and regulatory regions may have contributed to 
speciation and adaptation to a new habitat; this suggests a number of future lines of investigation. 
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opportunity to reconstruct subsequent molecular evolution and determine the impact of HTT on the
adaptation of Laticauda to the amphibious-marine habitat.
9
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Figures/Tables
Figure 1. The absence of Harbinger-Snek from terrestrial vertebrates and its highest 
similarity to Harbingers present in sea urchins support its horizontal transfer to Laticauda 
since transitioning to a marine habitat. Nodes without support values have support of 95% or 
higher. The distribution of species across this tree suggests Harbinger-Snek-like transposons were
horizontally transferred into a wide variety of species. This figure is an extract of a maximum 
likelihood phylogeny constructed from the aligned nucleotide sequences of the transposases 
present in curated elements using IQ-TREE 2 [33], for the full tree see SI Figure 1. We also 
reconstructed trees with similar topologies using RAxML and MrBayes (see methods). Species 
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Figure 2.  Rapid, recent expansion of Harbinger-Snek PIF-Harbinger transposons. Horizontal 
transfer of this transposon into the Laticauda ancestor has occurred within the past 15-25 My [16] . 
Due to expansions since then, these transposons have become the dominant DNA transposon in 
Laticauda genomes, in contrast to the genomes of their closest terrestrial relatives such as 
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Terrestrial L. colubrina L. laticaudata 
Retrotransposons Diff. Mbp (%) Diff. Mbp (%)
    SINEs (Mbp) 25.81 24.31 -1.27 (-0.06%) 24.57 -1.00 (-0.06%)
    Penelopes (Mbp) 33.19 42.34 +9.20 (0.45%) 45.28 +12.15 (0.78%)
    LINEs (Mbp) 277.65 262.89 -9.33 (-0.46%) 235.46 -36.76 (-2.36%)
    LTR elements  (Mbp) 175.52 202.06 +27 (1.33%) 131.33 -43.73 (-2.81%)
DNA transposons
    hATs  (Mbp) 88.63 79.33 -6.92 (-0.34%) 77.62 -8.63 (-0.55%)
    Tc1/Mariners  (Mbp) 61.56 57.80 -1.11 (-0.05%) 55.43 -3.48 (-0.22%)
   Harbinger  (Mbp) 0.44 229.84 +229.42 (11.33%) 126.84 +126.42 (8.11%)
Rolling-circles (Mbp) 3.24 3.09 -0.13 (-0.01%) 3.01 -0.20 (-0.01%)
Unclassified (Mbp) 165.40 140.72 -20.15 (-1.00%) 134.11 -26.77 (-1.72%)
Total TEs (Mbp) 798.05 999.63 +217.30 (10.73%) 788.05 5.72 (0.37%)
Assembly size (Mbp) 1,665.53 2,024.69 +396.91 (19.60%) 1,558.71 -69.01 (-4.43%)
Table 1: The expansion of Harbinger elements in Laticauda spp. This expansion, along with 
that of LTR elements, in L. colubrina has contributed to L. colubrina having a larger genome than 
terrestrial species. This gain in L. laticaudata appears to have been offset to some degree by loss 
from other TE families. Mbp or percentage difference in assembly repeat content between 
Laticauda and the average of the terrestrial Notechis scutatus and Pseudonaja textilis. Repeat 
content was annotated using RepeatMasker [39] using a combined Repbase [29] and curated 
RepeatModeler2 [20] library.
Supplementary Information
SI Table 1 - Laticauda colubrina and Laticauda laticaudata genes with Harbinger-Snek insertions 
into or overlapping open reading frames, and any noticeable effects on insertion noted from 
transcript data. Gene coordinates predicted with Liftoff [40] using the RefSeq Notechis scutatus 
assembly and gene annotation as reference. Repeat annotation performed with RepeatMasker [39]
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mapped to the genome assembly using STAR [44] and viewed in IGV [45].
SI Table 2 - Biological processes with an over/under-representation of Harbinger-Snek insertions 
into Laticauda colubrina genes. Representation test performed using PANTHER [43]. Gene 
coordinates predicted with Liftoff [40] using the RefSeq Notechis scutatus assembly and gene 
annotation as reference. Repeat annotation performed with RepeatMasker [39] using a custom 
repeat library (see Methods). Intersect performed using plyranges [42].
SI Table 3 - Molecular functions with an over/under-representation of Harbinger-Snek insertions 
into Laticauda colubrina genes. Representation test performed using PANTHER [43]. Gene 
coordinates predicted with Liftoff [40] using the RefSeq Notechis scutatus assembly and gene 
annotation as reference. Repeat annotation performed with RepeatMasker [39] using a custom 
repeat library (see Methods). Intersect performed using plyranges [42].
SI Table 4 - Biological processes with an over/under-representation of Harbinger-Snek insertions 
into potential regulatory regions of Laticauda colubrina genes. Representation test performed using
PANTHER [43]. Gene coordinates predicted with Liftoff [40] using the RefSeq Notechis scutatus 
assembly and gene annotation as reference. Repeat annotation performed with RepeatMasker [39]
using a custom repeat library (see Methods). Intersect performed using plyranges [42].
SI Table 5 - Molecular functions with an over/under-representation of Harbinger-Snek insertions 
into potential regulatory regions of Laticauda colubrina genes. Representation test performed using
PANTHER [43]. Gene coordinates predicted with Liftoff [40] using the RefSeq Notechis scutatus 
assembly and gene annotation as reference. Repeat annotation performed with RepeatMasker [39]
using a custom repeat library (see Methods). Intersect performed using plyranges [42].
SI Table 6 - Latin species names and versions of all public genomes used. All were downloaded 
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Horizontal transfer and southern migration: the
tale of Hydrophiinae’s marine journey.
“Every great story seems to begin with a snake.” - Nicolas Cage
Following my discovery of multiple, independent horizontal transfers into two distinct
lineages of marine hydrophiines, two questions became apparent. Is horizontal trans-
fer common in aquatic environments? Or are squamates, more specifically hydrophiines,
highly susceptible to horizontal transfer? In favour of the first question, recent studies
have identified repeated horizontal transfer in fish and bivalves. Alternatively, in favour
of the second question, many past studies into horizontal transfer have found DNA trans-
posons and retrotransposons horizontally transferred into other reptiles such as pythons
and various lizards. To gain insight into these questions I performed comprehensive anal-
yses of the mobilome of two terrestrial hydrophiines, a sea snake and a sea krait, using two
Asian elapid as outgroups. By doing so I was able to investigate how the TE landscape
of hydrophiines had evolved since their divergence from Asian elapids 25-30 Mya. This
would allow me to determine if HTT had occurred in ancestral lineages and ascertain if
the variability in TEs seen across squamates is present within a single family.
All supplementary data for this chapter can be found at
github.com/jamesdgalbraith/thesis supplementary material/tree/main/Chapter 4
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Transposable elements (TEs), also known as jumping genes, are sequences able to move or copy 
themselves within a genome. As TEs move throughout genomes they can be exapted as coding and 
regulatory elements, or can promote genetic rearrangement. In so doing TEs act as a source of genetic 
novelty, hence understanding TE evolution within lineages is key in understanding adaptation to their 
environment. Studies into the TE content of lineages of mammals such as bats have uncovered horizontal 
transposon transfer (HTT) into these lineages, with squamates often also containing the same TEs. Despite 
the repeated finding of HTT into squamates, little comparative research has examined the evolution of TEs 
within squamates. The few broad scale studies in Squamata which have been conducted found both the 
diversity and total number of TEs differs significantly across the entire order. Here we examine a diverse 
family of Australo-Melanesian snakes (Hydrophiinae) to examine if this pattern of variable TE content and 
activity holds true on a smaller scale. Hydrophiinae diverged from Asian elapids ~15-25 Mya and have since 
rapidly diversified into 6 amphibious, ~60 marine and ~100 terrestrial species which fill a broad range of 
ecological niches. We find TE diversity and expansion differs between hydrophiines and their Asian relatives 
and identify multiple HTTs into Hydrophiinae, including three transferred into the ancestral hydrophiine likely 
from marine species. These HTT events provide the first tangible evidence that Hydrophiinae reached 
Australia from Asia via a marine route.
Introduction
Elapids are a diverse group of venomous snakes found across Africa, Asia, the Americas and Australia. 
Following their divergence from Asian elapids ~30 Mya, the Australo-Melanesian elapids (Hydrophiinae) 
have rapidly diversified into more than 160 species including ~100 terrestrial snakes, ~60 fully marine sea 
snakes, and 6 amphibious sea kraits [1]. Both the terrestrial and fully marine hydrophiines have adapted to a 
wide range of habitats and niches. Terrestrial Hydrophiinae are found across Australia, for example the 
eastern brown snake Pseudonaja textilis in open habitats, the tiger snake (Notechis scutatus) in subtropical 
and temperate habitats, and the inland taipan (Oxyuranus microlepidotus) to inland arid habitats [2]. Since 
transitioning to a marine habitat, many sea snakes have specialised to feed on a single prey such as fish 
eggs, catfish, eels or burrowing gobies, while others such as Aipysurus laevis are generalists [3,4]. Sea 
kraits (Laticauda) are amphibious and have specialised to hunt various fish including eels and anguilliform-
like fish at sea, while digesting prey, mating and shedding on land [5]. Since transitioning to marine 
environments, both sea snakes and sea kraits have been the recipients of multiple independent horizontal 
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transposon transfer (HTT) events, which may have had adaptive potential [6,7].
Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile genetic elements that can move or copy themselves across the 
genome, and account for a large portion of most vertebrate genomes [8,9]. Though often given short shrift in 
genome analyses, TEs are important agents of genome evolution and generate genomic diversity [10,11]. 
For example, the envelope gene of endogenous retroviruses was exapted by both mammals and viviparous 
lizards to function in placental development [12]. In addition, unequal crossing over caused by CR1 
retrotransposons led to the duplication, and hence diversification, of PLA2 venom genes in pit vipers [13].
Transposable elements (TEs) are classified into one of two major classes based on their structure and 
replication method [14]. DNA transposons (Class II) proliferate through a “cut and paste” method, possess 
terminal inverted repeats and are further split based on the transposase sequence used in replication. 
Retrotransposons (Class I) are split into LTR retrotransposons and non-LTR retrotransposons, which 
proliferate through ``copy and paste” methods. Both subclasses of retrotransposons are split into numerous 
superfamilies based on both coding and structural features [15–17].Within the diverse lineages of higher 
vertebrates, the evolution of TEs is well described in eutherian mammals and birds. The total repetitive 
content of both bird and mammal genomes is consistently at 7-10% and 30-50% respectively. Similarly, most
lineages of both birds and eutherian mammals are dominated by a single superfamily of non-LTR 
retrotransposons (CR1s and L1s respectively) and a single superfamily of LTR retrotransposons 
(endogenous retroviruses in both) [8,18]. Some lineages of birds and mammals contain horizontally 
transferred retrotransposons which have variably been successful (AviRTE and RTE-BovB respectively) 
[19,20].
In stark contrast to mammals and birds, squamates have highly variable mobilomes, both in terms of the 
diversity of their TE superfamilies and the level activity of said superfamilies within each genome [21]. While 
these broad comparisons have found significant variation in TEs between distant squamate lineages, none 
have examined how TEs have evolved within a single family of squamates. The one in depth study into the 
mobilome of snakes found the Burmese python genome is approximately ~21% TE and appears to have low 
TE expansion, while that of a pit viper is ~45% TE due to the expansion of numerous TE superfamilies and 
microsatellites since their divergence ~90 Mya [22,23] . Unfortunately it is unclear whether similar 
expansions have occurred within other lineages of venomous snakes.  Here we examine the TE landscape 
of the family Hydrophiinae, and in doing so discover horizontal transfer events into the ancestral hydrophiine,
sea kraits and sea snakes.
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Ab initio TE annotation of the elapid genomes
We used RepeatModeler2 [24] to perform ab initio TE annotation of the genome assemblies of 4 
hydrophiines (Aipysurus laevis, Notechis scutatus, Pseudonaja textilis and Laticauda colubrina) and 2 Asian 
elapids (Naja naja and Ophiophagus hannah). We manually curated the subfamilies of TEs identified by 
RepeatModeler (rm-families) to ensure they encompassed the full TE, were properly classified and that each 
species’ library was non-redundant.
We first purged redundant rm-families from each species library based on pairwise identity to and coverage 
by other rm-families within the library. Using BLAST [25] we calculated the similarity between all rm-families. 
Any rm-family with over 75% of its length aligning to a larger rm-family at 90% pairwise identity or higher was
removed from the library. We then searched for each non-redundant rm-family within their source genome 
with BLASTN (-task dc-megablast) and selected the best 30 hits based on bitscore. In order to ensure we 
could retrieve full length TE insertions, we extended the flanks of each hit by 4000 bp. Using BLASTN (-task 
dc-megablast) we pairwise aligned each of the 30 extended sequences to others, trimming trailing portions of
flanks which did not align to flanks of the other 29 sequences. Following this, we constructed a multiple 
sequence alignment (MSA) of the 30 trimmed sequences with MAFFT [26] (--localpair). Finally we trimmed 
each MSA at the TE target site duplications (TSDs) and constructed a consensus from the multiple sequence
alignments using Geneious Prime 2021.1.1 (www.geneious.com) which we henceforth refer to as a mc-
subfamily (manually curated subfamily).
To classify the mc-subfamilies we searched for intact protein domains in the consensus sequences using 
RPSBLAST [27] and the CDD library [28] and identified homology to previously described TEs in Repbase 
using CENSOR online [29] . Using this data in conjunction with the classification set out in Wicker (2007) 
[14], we classified previously unclassified mc-subfamilies where possible and corrected the classification of 
mc-subfamilies where necessary. Where possible we used the criteria of Feschotte and Pritham (2007) [17] 
to identify unclassified DNA transposons using TSDs and terminal inverted repeats. Finally, we removed any 
genes from the mc-subfamily libraries based on searches using online NCBI BLASTN and BLASTX searches
against the nt/nr and UniProt libraries respectively [30,31]. Any mc-subfamilies unable to be classified were 
labelled as “Unknown”.
TE annotation of the elapid genomes
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We constructed a custom library for TE annotation of the elapid genome assemblies by combining the mc-
subfamilies from the six assemblies with previously described lepidosaur TEs identified using 
RepeatMasker’s “queryRepeatDatabase.pl” utility. Using RepeatMasker, we generated repeat annotations of
all six elapid genome assemblies.
Estimating ancestral TE similarity
To estimate the sequence conservation of ancestral TEs, and hence categorise recently expanding TEs as 
either ancestral or horizontally transferred, we identified orthologous TE insertions and their flanks present in 
both the Notechis scutatus and Naja naja genome assemblies. From the Notechis repeat annotation, we took
a random sample of 5000 TEs over 500 bp in length and extended each flank by 1000 bp. Using BLASTN (-
task dc-megablast) we searched for the TEs and their flanks in the Naja assembly and selected all hits 
containing at least 250 bp of both the TE and the flank. Sequences with more than one hit containing flanks 
were treated as potential segmental duplications. We also removed any potential segmental duplications 
from the results. We then used the orthologous sequences to estimate the expected range in similarity 
between TEs present in the most recent common ancestor of Australian and Asian elapids. Based on this 
information, TEs with 95% or higher pairwise identity to the mc-subfamily used to identify them were treated 
as likely inserted in hydrophiine genomes since their divergence from Asian elapids. In addition, mc-
subfamilies which we had identified as recently expanding in hydrophiines but were not found at 80% or 
higher pairwise identity in other serpentine genomes, were identified as candidates for horizontal transfer.
Identifying recent TE expansions
In each of the four hydrophiines, using the RepeatMasker output we identified mc-subfamilies comprising at 
least 100 total kbp having 95% or higher pairwise identity to the mc-subfamily. We treated these mc-
subfamilies as having expanded since Hydrophiinae’s divergence from Asian elapids. We reduced any 
redundancy between recently expanding mc-subfamilies by clustering Using CD-HIT-EST (-c 0.95 -n 6 -d 50)
[32]. Using BWA [33], we mapped raw transcriptome reads of eye tissue taken from each of the hydrophiines
[34] for back to these mc-subfamilies. Retrotransposons with RNA-seq reads mapping across their whole 
length and DNA transposons with RNA-seq reads mapping to their coding regions were treated as 
expressed and therefore currently expanding.  
Continued expansion or horizontal transfer
Using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast), we searched for homologs of recently expanding mc-subfamilies in a 
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range of snake genomes including Asian elapids, colubrids, vipers and a python. We classified mc-
subfamilies having copies of 80% or higher pairwise identity to the query sequence in other snakes as 
ancestral. All hydrophiine mc-subfamilies we were unable to find in other snakes were treated as candidates 
for horizontal transfer. We searched for the horizontal transfer candidates in approximately 600 additional 
metazoan genomes using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast). We classified all mc-subfamilies present in non-
serpentine genomes at 80% or higher pairwise identity and absent from other serpentine genomes at 80% or
higher pairwise identity as horizontally transferred into hydrophiines.
Results and Discussion
Genome quality affects repeat annotation
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of genome assembly quality in repeat annotation, with 
higher sequencing depths and long read technologies critical for resolving TEs [35,36]. Our repeat analysis 
reveals significant variation in total TE content between genome assemblies (Table 1, Figure 1), however 
some of this variation is likely due to large differences in assembly quality rather than differential TE 
expansions or contractions in certain lineages. Most notably, the TE content of the Ophiophagus assembly is
significantly lower than that of that of the other species (~36% compared to ~46%). The TE content of the 
Aipysurus assembly is also notably lower, however to a lesser extent (41% compared to ~46%). The Naja, 
Laticauda, Notechis, and Pseudonaja assemblies are much higher quality assemblies than the Ophiophagus 
and Aipysurus assemblies, having longer contigs and scaffolds (SI Table 1). This discrepancy is because the
Ophiophagus and Aipysurus genomes are both assembled solely from short read data with a low sequencing
depth (28x and 30x respectively). In stark contrast the Naja genome was assembled from a combination of 
long read (PacBio and Oxford Nanopore) and short read (Illumina) data, scaffolded using Chicago and 
further improved using Hi-C and optical mapping (Bionano) technologies. In the middle ground, the 
Laticauda, Notechis and Pseudonaja assemblies utilized a combination of 10X Chromium linked read and 
short read technologies. Many of the recently expanded TEs in the Ophiophagus and Aipysurus genomes 
likely collapsed during assembly because of their very high sequence similarity. Therefore, the apparent lack 
of recent activity in Ophiophagus and Aipysurus is a likely artefact of assembly quality. As the total TE 
content annotated in the Naja, Laticauda, Notechis and Pseudonaja is comparable at 46-48% of the genome 
and the four genomes are of comparable quality, the majority of the following analyses focuses on these four
species.
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Class I (Retroelements) 30.58 19.73 23 27.81 27.29 25.91
     Penelope 1.72 1.37 2.08 2.06 1.98 1.64
     LINE/CR1 4.37 4.12 4.12 5.54 6.28 4.67
     LINE/L1 3.24 2.21 2.94 4.04 3.4 2.72
     LINE/L2 7.14 3.39 1.05 1.41 1.4 1.27
     LINE/Rex-Babar 1.17 1.11 1.08 1.44 1.42 1.26
     LINE/RTE 1.4 1.52 1.07 1.5 1.43 1.25
     LINE/Other 0.62 0.69 0.54 0.66 0.64 0.59
     SINE 0.37 0.43 0.3 0.4 0.39 0.36
     LTR/Copia 0.71 0.47 1.02 1.27 1.65 0.89
     LTR/DIRS 0.81 0.61 0.86 1.04 1.19 1.57
     LTR/ERV 0.6 0.42 1.23 1.38 1.69 1.16
     LTR/Gypsy 7.01 1.97 5.6 5.61 4.38 7.22
     LTR/Other 1.42 1.42 1.11 1.46 1.44 1.31
Class II (DNA Transposons) 7.81 7.45 18.08 9.02 9.2 7.95
     DNA/hAT 4.25 4.13 3.78 5.09 5.13 4.47
     DNA/PIF-Harbinger 0.02 0.03 11.19 0.02 0.02 0.02
     DNA/Tc1-Mariner 3.13 2.88 2.79 3.47 3.63 3.08
     DNA/Other 0.22 0.24 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.2
     RC/Helitron 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.18
Unknown 7.93 8.57 6.46 9.18 9.26 7.89
Total interspersed repeats 46.32 35.75 47.54 46.01 45.75 41.75
Satellite 0.17 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.18
Simple repeat 1.31 1.37 1.28 1.66 1.67 1.28
Table 1: Repeat composition of hydrophiine and Asian elapid genome assemblies. Variation in 
assembly repeat content varies both within hydrophiines and between hydrophiines and Asian elapids. 
Genome assemblies annotated with RepeatMasker [37] and a custom library of curated RepeatModeler2 
libraries [24] and previously described lepidosaur TEs from the Repbase RepeatMasker library [38].
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Figure 1. Overall TE divergence profile of four hydrophiines and two Asian elapids. Ancestral TE 
expansion is similar across hydrophiines and Asian elapids while recent expansion varies between species. 
Due to much lower genome assembly quality resulting in collapsed TEs, little recent expansion in the 
Aipysurus laevis and Ophiophagus hannah genomes was detected. TEs were identified using RepeatMasker
[37] and a custom repeat library (see methods).
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Recent insertions vs ancestral insertions
Recent TE insertions are likely to have diverged only slightly from the sequences RepeatMasker used to 
identify them, while ancestral insertions will likely be highly divergent. Based on this assumption, we 
discerned between recent and ancestral insertions using the pairwise identity of TE insertions to the mc-
subfamily used to identify them. To estimate the expected divergence of ancestral TE insertions from 
consensus sequences compared to new insertions we searched for orthologues of 5000 randomly selected 
Notechis TE insertions and their flanks in the Naja assembly (Figure 2). From the 5000 TEs we were able to 
identify 2192 orthologues in Naja naja. As expected the median pairwise % identity of the ancestral TEs to 
the curated consensus sequences was notably lower compared to that of all TEs, at 90.5% compared to 
93.6%. Similarly the 95% quantile was lower, at 96.2% compared to 98.4%. Based on these results we 
treated TEs with a percent identity of 96 % or higher to consensus sequences as having likely been inserted 
since divergence from Asian elapids.
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Figure 2: The similarity of 5000 randomly selected TE insertions in Notechis scutatus to the 
consensus sequence used to identify them compared to that of the subset of 2192 having 
orthologues in Naja naja. The similarity of ancestral insertions from mc-consensuses used to identify them 
was notably lower than that of TEs likely inserted since the species diverged. TEs were initially identified in 
Notechis using RepeatMasker [37]. The presence of orthologues in Naja was determined using BLASTN (-
task dc-megablast) [25].
Recent expansion of specific superfamilies
By comparing TE divergence profiles of the various assemblies, we can gain an overall picture of how TE 
superfamilies have expanded since the split of Hydrophiinae from Asian elapids (Figures 3-5). Large 
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expansions of Gypsy retrotransposons are apparent in both the Naja and hydrophiine assemblies, however 
Copia, DIRS and ERVs appear inactive in Naja while expanding in hydrophiines. The divergence profile of 
DNA transposons suggests Tc1-Mariner and hAT transposons to have either been expanding at a similar 
rate in all species and/or result from ancestral expansion, with the exception of the explosive expansion of 
PIF-Harbinger transposons in Laticauda (see [7]). The greatest variation  was seen within non-LTR 
retrotransposons, with L2s highly active in Naja yet completely inactive in hydrophiines. Instead, multiple 
other LINE superfamilies expanded, in particular CR1s and L1s.. This difference in TE expansion between 
snake lineages is similar to what was reported by Castoe et. al (2011) [23] , Yin et. al (2016) [39] and 
Pasquesi et. al (2018) [21], except here we see variation within a family of snakes, not just between families 
of snakes.
Without highly contiguous assemblies of all species it is difficult to rigorously identify recent or ongoing TE 
expansions. However, by using transcription as a proxy for transposition we identified currently expressed 
TE families in present day species as candidates for being active and potentially expanding. To achieve this, 
we first identified TE subfamilies in each species with over 100 kbp of copies with over 95% pairwise identity 
to the consensus sequences used to identify them; treating these subfamilies as potentially expanding. By 
mapping raw transcriptome reads back to these consensuses, we were able to identify expressed TE 
subfamilies. In all four species, diverse TEs were expressed including subfamilies of Copia, ERV, DIRS, 
Gypsy, Penelope, CR1, L1s, Rex1, RTE, hAT and Tc1-Mariner.
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Figure 3 - Recent DNA transposon divergence profile of four hydrophiines and the Indian cobra. 
Across elapids, hAT transposons appear inactive, Tc1-Mariner transposons appear to have expanded in 
multiple lineages and PIF-Harbinger transposons appear to have expanded rapidly in Laticauda following 
horizontal transfer from a marine species. TEs were identified using RepeatMasker [37] and a custom repeat
library (see methods).
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Figure 4 - Recent LTR retrotransposon divergence profile of four hydrophiines and the Indian cobra. 
Gypsy elements are the dominant superfamily in all five species of elapids; ERVs, Copia and DIRS elements
have expanded in all Hydrophiinae but have been near inactive in the cobra outgroup. TEs were identified 
using RepeatMasker [37] and a custom repeat library (see methods).
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Figure 5 - Recent non-LTR retrotransposon divergence profile of four hydrophiines and the Indian 
cobra. A wide diversity of non-LTR retrotransposons have expanded in all five genomes, with CR1s and L1s 
being most active in hydrophiines and L2s most active in the cobra outgroup. TEs were identified using 
RepeatMasker [37] and a custom repeat library (see methods).
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Continued expansion or horizontal transfer
The TE subfamilies which we have identified as recently expanded within Hydrophiinae could be ancestral 
and continuously expanding since diverging from Asian elapids or have been horizontally transferred from 
long diverged species. Differentiating between ancestral and horizontally transferred TEs is difficult and  
must meet strict conditions. Horizontally transferred sequences are defined as having a patchy phylogenetic  
distribution and higher similarity to sequences in another species than would be expected based on 
divergence time. To identify any TEs which may have been horizontally transferred into Hydrophiinae we 
conservatively estimated the expected minimum similarity of TEs present in both hydrophiines and Asian 
elapids using the 2192 orthologous sequences identified in Notechis and Naja to be 80% (Figure 6). Based 
on this, any vertically inherited TE subfamily classified as recently expanding in hydrophiines will likely have 
copies of 80% or higher similarity present in Asian elapids.
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Figure 6. Similarity (% pairwise identity) of orthologous TEs in Notechis scutatus and Naja naja 
genomes. TE initially identified in Notechis scutatus using RepeatMasker, orthologues identified in and 
pairwise identity calculated for Naja naja using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast) [25].
To determine whether any recently expanding TE subfamilies were horizontally transferred into hydrophiines 
following their divergence from Asian elapids, we searched for them in the genomes of Naja, Ophiophagus 
and an additional 8 non-elapid snakes. Some recently expanding subfamilies absent from Naja and 
Ophiophagus were present in non-elapid snakes at 80% or higher identity. To be conservative we treated 
these TEs as ancestral, likely being lost from Asian elapids. The remaining TE subfamilies, those present in 
hydrophiines but absent from other snakes, were treated as horizontal transfer candidates. To confirm these 
candidate TEs were horizontally transferred into hydrophiines we searched for them in over 600 metazoan 
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genomes. This search revealed at least eleven autonomous TEs present in non-serpentine genomes at 80% 
or higher identity and are therefore likely to have been horizontally transferred into hydrophiines. Of these 
eleven, three were transferred into the ancestral hydrophiine, five into sea kraits, one into sea snakes and 
one into the common ancestor of terrestrial hydrophiines and sea snakes (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Horizontal transfer of TEs into hydrophiines since their divergence from Asian elapids. At 
least eleven autonomous TEs have been horizontally transferred into hydrophiines, with most likely from 
marine organisms. We have previously described the horizontal transfer of the Proto2 to Aipysurus laevis in 
Galbraith et al. (2020) [6] and the PIF-Harbinger to Laticauda in Galbraith et al. (2021) [7]
We have previously described 2 of the 11 HT events in detail, that of Proto2-Snek to Aipysurus and 
Harbinger-Snek toLaticauda, both of which were likely transferred from a marine species (see [6,7]). Three of
the four newly identified HT events identified in Laticauda were probably also from an aquatic species, 
because similar sequences are only found in marine or amphibious species. Therefore, the transfer of these 
elements likely occurred following the transition of each group to a marine habitat. The exception is a Tc1-
Mariner which is most similar to sequences identified in hemipterans, a beetle and a spider, however as 
Laticauda is amphibious this is perhaps not surprising. 
The Rex1 transferred to the common ancestor of terrestrial hydrophiines and sea snakes was only identified 
in the central bearded dragon (Pogona vitticeps), an agamid lizard native to the inland woodlands and 
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shrublands of eastern and central Australia [40]. As this TE is restricted to another species of Australian 
squamate, this HTT appears to have occurred after hydrophiines reached Australia.
The most interesting of the horizontally transferred TEs are the Tc1-Mariner, Gypsy and Rex1 which were 
horizontally transferred into the ancestral hydrophiine following its divergence from Asian elapids. Those 
three are most similar to sequences identified in marine species, either fish or tunicates. Marine elapids (sea 
kraits and sea snakes) and terrestrial Australian elapids were originally considered two distinct lineages [41–
43], however recent adoption of molecular phylogenomics has resolved Hydrophiinae as a single lineage, 
with sea kraits as a deep-branch and sea snakes nested within terrestrial Australian snakes [1,44,45]. Fossil 
evidence combined with an understanding of plate tectonics has revealed Hydrophiinae, like many other 
lineages of Australian reptiles, likely colonised Australia via hopping between islands formed in the Late 
Oligocene-Early Miocene by the collision of the Australian and Eurasian plates [46–50]. Alternatively, it has 
also been proposed the common ancestor of Hydrophiinae may have been a semi-marine “proto-Laticauda”, 
which colonised Australia in the Late Oligocene directly from Asia [51]. The horizontal transfer of three TEs 
into the ancestral hydrophiine likely from a marine organism provides tangible support for the hypothesis that
the ancestral hydrophiine was a semi-marine or marine snake.
Conclusion
In our survey of elapid genomes, we have found that TE diversity and their level of expansion varies 
significantly within a single family of squamates, similar to the variation previously seen across all 
squamates or within long diverged snakes. This diversity and variation is much greater than what has been 
reported for mammals and birds. Our finding of HTT into lineages of hydrophiine exposed to novel 
environments indicates that environment may play a large role in HTT through exposure to new TEs. 
Additionally, the HTT of three TEs found solely in marine organisms into the ancestral hydrophiine provides 
evidence that terrestrial Australian elapids are derived from a marine or amphibious ancestor. 
As long read genome sequencing becomes feasible for more species, genome assembly quality will 
continue to increase and multiple genomes of non-model species will be able to be sequenced. Using these 
higher quality genomes, we will be able to better understand HTT and the role TEs play in adaptive 
evolution. Due to their rapid adaptation to a wide range of environments and multiple HTT events into 
different lineages, Hydrophiinae provide the ideal system for such studies.
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Genome assembly statistics. Repeat composition was calculated using RepeatMasker [37] and a custom 
library of curated RepeatModeler libraries and previously described lepidosaur TEs from the Repbase 
RepeatMasker library [38].
SI Table 2
A list of the metazoan genome assemblies searched for HTT. All genomes were downloaded from NCBI 
RefSeq and GenBank [52,53].
SI Table 3
Horizontally transferred TEs and the number of hits in species they were identified in. TEs were 
identified using BLASTN (-task dc-megablast) [25].
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Conclusions and Future Directions
”I was just so interested in what I was doing I could hardly wait to get up in the morning
and get at it. One of my friends, a geneticist, said I was a child, because only children
can’t wait to get up in the morning to get at what they want to do.” - Barbara McClintock
Over the past half century, studies in model species have made clear that TEs are not
simply junk DNA, but rather a rich source of genetic novelty. Due to the rise of cost-
effective whole-genome sequencing, studies over the past decade have begun to branch
into non-model species and examine variation in TEs and the adaptive effects TEs have
had across the tree of life. This thesis has made it clear that to truly understand the adap-
tive potential of TEs, we need to continue to examine their evolution in non-model species.
One of the biggest challenges in comparative genomics is the high variability of genome
assembly quality. Due to the high cost of long read sequencing and optical mapping,
many assemblies still rely solely on short read sequencing. As short reads cannot span full
length copies of most autonomous TEs, many TE sequences are collapsed during genome
assembly. Throughout, this thesis shows that a reliance on low-depth short read sequenc-
ing results in less contiguous genome assemblies and an inability to identify recent repeat
expansions. Consequently, many recent insertions, which are most likely to have adaptive
effects, may not be correctly assembled.
The most widely used TE annotation software packages have largely been developed
for the annotation of traditional model species such as humans, mice, maize and rice.
As such, while these packages are reliable for related species, such as other primates, ro-
dents or grasses, it proves problematic for long-diverged species, such as hydrophiines.
Additionally, non-model species may contain novel multicopy genes, which repeat annota-
tion software will annotate as unknown TEs. As the chicken is an important agricultural
species and the zebra finch is a model organism for neurological research, this did not pose
a problem in the avian research. However, hydrophiine snakes are long diverged from any
model organism and contain many novel multicopy gene families including various toxins
and vomeronasal genes. Repeat annotation software will correctly identify these multi-
copy genes as repetitive DNA, but rather than being classified as genes these sequences
are treated as unclassifiable TEs.
Fortunately, future research will be able to overcome these issues due to the decreasing
cost of high-quality genome sequencing and improved repeat annotation packages. The
advent of cheap long read sequencing nullifies the issue of collapsed reads, allowing for
better ab initio repeat annotation. Improved scaffolding through the use of Hi-C and
optical mapping results in more contiguous genome assemblies, allowing for chromosomal
rearrangements enabled by TEs to be identified. Additionally, more contiguous genomes
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will allow for a better understanding of the position of TEs relative to coding and regula-
tory regions.
Going forward from this thesis there are three key discoveries I have made which war-
rant further investigation. Firstly, we have identified recent and likely on-going repeat
expansion in parrots, one of the most diverse avian orders. Sequencing of species such as
Amazona collaria at a population level will allow for a greater understanding of repeat
expansion, loss and fixation, and if recent TE insertions have had adaptive effects or im-
pacted speciation. Secondly, we have identified potentially adaptive insertions into the
regulatory regions of multiple genes in both Laticauda and Aipysurus. Population level
genome and transcriptome sequencing could determine if these insertions have been fixed,
if they have impacted gene expression, and hence had adaptive effects. Finally, while we
have determined the HTTs into marine hydrophiines and the ancestral hydrophiine were
likely from marine organisms, we have not identified potential vectors. Whole genome
sequencing of prey along with parasitic organisms such as cestodes, nematodes and bar-
nacles could elucidate mechanisms underlying HTT.
Together this thesis provides the groundwork for research into adaptive change caused
by transposable elements. Hydrophiines have rapidly adapted to a wide variety of terres-
trial and marine habitats, and during this time have seen large fluctuation in TE content
due both to horizontal transfer and expansion of existing TE families. As such, Hydrophi-
inae is an ideal model family for studying both HTT and the adaptive effects of TEs during
adaptation to novel environments.
